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THE BURGER-SARNAK METHOD AND
OPERATIONS ON THE UNITARY DUALS OF
CLASSICAL GROUPS
ANDREW ERNEST HENDRICKSON
Abstract. The Burger-Sarnak method shows that the restriction of an auto-
morphic representation of a reductive group to a reductive subgroup has auto-
morphic support. Clozel has conjectured a qualitative refinement of this result,
which were first verified and quantified in the GLn case by Venkatesh. We give
a proof of this conjecture in the classical group cases.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Let G be a split reductive group over a number field F , and let A be the ade`le
ring of F . In [1], Arthur has given a decomposition of L2pGpF qzGpAqq in terms
of global A-parameters, which are equivalence classes of maps
ψ : LF ˆ SL2pCq Ñ Gˇ,
where LF is the conjectural Langlands group and Gˇ is the Langlands dual
group of G, where ψ|LF satisfies some boundedness condition and ψ|SL2pCq is
an algebraic homomorphism. The global A-parameters give rise to the local
A-parameters
ψv : LFv ˆ SL2pCq Ñ Gˇ
for each place v, where LFv is the Weil group WF in the archimedean case or the
Weil-Deligne group WF ˆ SL2pCq in the non-archimedean case. To each local
A-parameter is associated a finite set Aψv of unitary representations of GpFvq,
which is called a local A-packet. The representations in the local A-packets,
which we refer to as Arthur type representations, are then used to build the
global A-packets, from which a decomposition of L2pGpF qzGpAqq is obtained.
Let H Ă G be a split reductive subgroup over F . For an Arthur type
representation π of GpFvq in some local A-packet, one thing we are interested in
describing is the direct integral decomposition of π|HpFvq. Our starting point to
this end is a theorem of Burger and Sarnark first stated in [3] and [4] and later
proved in full generality by Clozel and Ullmo in [8].
Theorem 1.1.1 (Burger-Sarnak). Let S be a finite set of places of F , and set
FS “
ś
vPS Fv. Denote by GˆS,aut the support of L
2pGpF qzGpAqq as a GpFSq-
representation in {GpFSq. For a split reductive subgroup H Ă G, we analogously
define HˆS,aut.
(1) If π P HˆS,aut, then the support of Ind
GpFSq
HpFSq
π is contained in GˆS,aut.
(2) If π P GˆS,aut, then the support of Res
GpFSq
HpFSq
π is contained in HˆS,aut.
(3) If π, ρ P GˆS,aut, then the support of π b ρ is contained in GˆS,aut.
Clozel in [6] and [7] then established the following consequences of this result.
For a representation π of GpFvq which occurs in a local A-packet Aψv associ-
ated to a local A-parameter ψv, we say ψv|SL2pCq is an SL2-type of π. Clozel
conjectures that if π is unramified, then it has a unique SL2-type A. From this
conjecture, theorem 1.1.1, and Arthur’s description of L2pHpF qzHpAqq, Clozel
then shows that this implies all of the unramified representations occuring in
π|HpFvq have the same SL2-type B. Moreover, the type B depends only on A.
This produces a map
tSL2-types of Gu
Res
G
HÝÝÝÑ tSL2-types of Hu. (1.1.2)
which is independent of the choice of place v. Similarly, inducing an Arthur type
representation π of HpFvq to GpFvq produces a map in the opposite direction,
and the tensor product of two Arthur type GpFvq-representations produces a
binary operation on the set of SL2-types of G.
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In the case G “ GLn, the map p1.1.2q as well as the analogues for induc-
tion and tensor product were explicated by Venkatesh in [27]. In that case, an
SL2-type is an algebraic homomorphism SL2pCq Ñ Gˇ “ GLnpCq, which is pa-
rameterized up to conjugacy by a partition of n. Thus the map p1.1.2q in the
GLn restricted to GLm case can be expressed as a map
tPartitions of nu
Res
GLn
GLmÝÝÝÝÝÑ tPartitions of mu. (1.1.3)
To describe Venkatesh’s result, we will use the following notation. Let λ “ pλiq
be a sequence of integers such that
ř
imaxt0, λiu ď n. We denote by xλyn the
partition of n consisting of all positive λi’s together with enough 1’s to sum to
n. For example, if λ “ p´3,´1, 0, 3, 5q, then xλy10 “ x3, 5, 1, 1y. If the size of n is
clear, we will omit it from the notation. We will commonly write such partitions
in forms such as xλi´ky, by which we mean the partition formed by subtracting
k from each λi and then following the above process on the resulting sequence
to obtain a partition of n. For example, the trivial representation of GLn has
the SL2-type xny, and tempered representations have a type of x1, . . . , 1y (it
follows from part (1) of theorem 1.1.1 that all tempered representations occur
in A-packets). Venkatesh’s result is the following.
Theorem 1.1.4 (Venkatesh). (1) Induction from a Levi subgroup: Suppose pmiq
is a partition of n, and let πi be a representation of GLmipF q of Arthur type
with SL2 type xλi,jy for each i. Let M “
ś
iGLmipF q be the corresponding
Levi subgroup of GLnpF q. Then Ind
GLnpF q
M biπi has type xλi,j ´ pn´miqy.
(2) Restriction to a Levi subgroup: Suppose π is a representation of GLnpF q of
Arthur type with type xλiy, and suppose GLmpF q is embedded into GLnpF q
via the standard embedding. Then π|GLm has type xλi ´ pn´mqy.
(3) Tensor product: Suppose π1 and π2 are representations of Arthur type with
SL2 types xλiy and xτiy. Then π1 b π2 has type xλi ` τj ´ ny.
Our goal is to extend this result to symplectic and orthogonal groups.
1.2 The classical group case
Let G be Sp2n, SO2n`1, or O2n. In this case,
Gˇ “
$’&’%
SO2n`1pCq if G “ Sp2n
Sp2npCq if G “ SO2n`1
O2npCq if G “ O2n
.
An SL2 type can once again be described by a partition. However, in this case,
there are some restrictions on the partitions determined by the nilpotent orbits
in Gˇ [10]. Namely,
• An SL2-type for Sp2n is a partition of 2n` 1 such that each even number
occurs an even number of times,
• An SL2-type for SO2n`1 is a partition of 2n such that each odd number
occur an even number of times,
• An SL2-type for O2n is a partition of 2n such that each even number occurs
an even number of times.
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The even/odd numbers that are restricted in this way are often referred to as
having “bad parity.”
As we mentioned previously, we restrict our attention to unramified repre-
sentations since those will turn out to have unique SL2 types (see proposition
2.1.1). In this paper, we will restrict our attention to symplectic and even or-
thogonal group so as not to complicate the proof too much. Our result is the
following.
Theorem 1.2.1 (Main results). Let G2n be Sp2n or O2n, and let
ǫ “
#
1 if G2n “ O2n
´1 if G2n “ Sp2n
.
(1) (Induction from GLn to G2n) For an unramified representation σ of a GLn
Siegel Levi subgroup of any SL2 type, the representation Ind
G2n
GLn
σ is of type
x1, . . . , 1y except in the case where G2n “ O2n and σ is a one-dimensional
character, in which case the type is x2, . . . , 2y if n is even or x1, 1, 2, . . . , 2y
if n is odd.
(2) (Induction from G2n to GL2n) For an unramified representation ρ of G2n
of any SL2 type, the representation Ind
GL2n
G2n
ρ is of type x1, . . . , 1y, except in
the case where G2n “ Sp2n and ρ is one-dimensional, in which case the type
is x2, . . . , 2y.
(3) (Induction from G2a ˆG2b to G2a`2b) Suppose a ď b, and let ρa and ρb be
unramified representations of G2a and G2b respectively. Suppose xλiy is the
type of ρb. Then the type of Ind
G2a`2b
G2aˆG2b
ρa b ρb is xλi ´ 2ay, except in the
case where ρa and ρb are both one-dimensional characters and G2n “ Sp2n,
in which case the type is x2b´ 2a` 1, 2, . . . , 2y.
(4) (Restriction from G2n to GLn) Let ρ be an unramified representation of G2n
of type xλiy, and let GLn be Siegel Levi subgroup. Then ρ|GLn has type
xλi ´ n` ǫy, except in the case where G “ O2n and the type of ρ is xλ1, λ2y
with 1 ă λ1 ď λ2, in which case the type is
xλ2 ´ n` 1, 2, . . . , 2y “ xn` 1´ λ1, 2, . . . , 2y
if λ1, λ2 are odd or x2, . . . , 2y if λ1 “ λ2 “ n is even.
(5) (Restriction from GL2n to G2n) Let σ be an unramified representation of
GL2n of type xλ1, . . . , λky, and assume λk is the largest number in the type.
Then σ|G2n has type x2λk ´ 2n ´ ǫ, 1, . . . , 1y except when k “ 2 and G2n “
Sp2n, in which case the type is xλ2 ´ λ1 ` 1, 2, . . . , 2y if λ1, λ2 are even or
xλ2 ´ λ1 ` 1, 1, 1, 2, . . . , 2y if λ1, λ2 are odd.
(6) (Restriction from G2n to G2m) Let ρ be an unramified representation of G2n
of type xλiy, and suppose m ă n. The type of ρ|G2m is xλi ` 2m´ 2ny.
(7) (Tensor product) Let ρ1 and ρ2 be unramified representations of G2n with
types xλiy and xτiy respectively. Then ρ1 b ρ2 has type xλi ` τj ´ 2n ` ǫy,
except in the case where G2n “ O2n, and the types of ρ1 and ρ2 are xλ1, λ2y
and xτ1, τ2y with 1 ă λ1 ď λ2, 1 ă τ1 ď τ2, and λ2 ` τ2 ą 2n ´ 1, in which
case, assuming λ1 ď τ1 (so that τ1 ` λ2 ´ p2n ´ 1q “ τ1 ´ λ1 ` 1 ą 0), the
type is
xλ2 ` τ2 ´ p2n ´ 1q, λ2 ` τ1 ´ p2n´ 1q, 2, . . . , 2y
if λ1, λ2 are odd or x2, . . . , 2y if λ1 “ λ2 “ n is even.
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The formulas for each case are remarkably similar to those from the GLn
case, except for those curious exceptional cases (see remark 5.2.2). The differing
ǫ for symplectic and orthogonal groups arises as a result of the type of the trivial
representation, which is x2n` 1y for Sp2n and x2n´ 1, 1y for O2n; hence one can
verify that tensoring with the trivial representation results in the same type, and
restricting the trivial representation gives the trivial type. One can also easily
verify that the parity conditions on numbers in partitions are satisfied by these
results.
Let us describe how to form an unramified representation that has a given
SL2 type. Let λ be a valid SL2 type for a G-representation of Arthur type,
that is, a partition that satisfies the restriction on “bad parity” entries described
above. We may write
λ “ xλiy ‘ 2xτjy,
where ‘ denotes concatenation, the 2 means repeating those numbers twice,
and we take all the λi to be distinct (“good parity”) numbers. For example,
an unramified representation of Sp22 of type x1, 2, 2, 3, 5, 5, 5y can have its type
written as x1, 3, 5y‘2x2, 5y. Then let G1 be a group of the same type (symplectic
or orthogonal) as G with rankG1 “ rankG ´
ř
τj . We form the Levi subgroup
M “ G1ˆ
ś
j GLτj pCq corresponding to a parabolic P . Assuming for the moment
that we may find an unramified representation ρ of G1 of type xλiy, we then
choose unramified characters χj of GLτj for each j. Then the parabolically
induced representation
IndGP ρb
â
j
χj (1.2.2)
is almost irreducible (it is either irreducible or decomposes into two direct sum-
mands), and it has a unique unramified subrepresentation of Arthur type λ.
If σ “ Ind
GLř
j τjś
j GLτj
Â
j χj and P
1 is the maximal parabolic with Levi subgroup
G1ˆGLř
j τj
, then we may rewrite p1.2.2q as the parabolically induced represen-
tation
IndGP 1 ρb σ. (1.2.3)
The representation ρ can be taken to be an unramified unipotent representa-
tion, which for us means a representation obtained via iterated theta lifts from
a one-dimensional unramified character with the theta lift being unramified at
each step, which produces a representation of the expected type in the following
way. Suppose G is O2n or Sp2n and that λ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λk are distinct odd positive
integers whose sum is 2n´1 or 2n`1 for G orthogonal or symplectic respectively.
If k ­“ 1 and λ1 “ 1, then a character χ of O1`λ2 has type p1, λ2q. If k “ 2
we are done, but otherwise the theta lift of χ to Spλ2`λ3 has type p1, λ2, λ3q if
it is nonzero. If k “ 3 we are done, but otherwise the theta lift from there to
O1`λ2`λ3`λ4 if nonzero has type p1, λ2, λ3, λ4q. We proceed in this way until we
reach G.
If k “ 1 or λ1 ą 1, then a character χ of Spλ1´1 has type λ1. Iterated lifting
to Oλ1`λ2 and so on up to G will produce a representation of the desired type
(in the case k “ 1 and λ1 “ 1, G
1 is the trivial group, so M has only the GLτj
factors and we need not worry about ρ).
In the case where G “ SO2n`1, the iterated theta lifting proceeds similarly
using metaplectic groups instead of symplectic groups in the dual pair corre-
spondence.
The use of a unipotent representation is necessary in this case because it’s
not possible to realize an Arthur type unramified representation with distinct
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odd numbers in its type as fully parabolically induced from a one-dimensional
character of a Levi subgroup. This is a significant difference between the classical
group case and the GLn case where unipotent representations are just unramified
characters.
We may analyze the restriction of an induced representation with Mackey
theory. By finding an unramified representation which is weakly contained in
the restriction of the induced representation, we will have identified the map
(1.1.3). This will not be sufficient for unipotent representations, which we will
analyze separately using theta correspondence.
Similar to Venkatesh’s proof for GLn, our argument will be an inductive one,
where for example the restriction problem may reduce to a lower rank tensor
product problem. From the use of theta correspondence, we will also see that
some symplectic cases reduce to even orthogonal cases and vice-versa. We focus
only on maximal cases, such as induction from the Siegel Levi subgroup GLn for
example, because the operations on types are transitive.
Although we do not solve the odd orthogonal case here, we shall state the
corresponding results as a conjecture including passing between odd and even
orthogonal groups. They are readily computable using the techniques of this
paper. We state them without any exceptional cases since we have not computed
whether any should arise, and so some of the formulas below may fail in some
exceptional cases.
Conjecture 1.2.4 (Odd orthogonal groups). (1) (Induction from GLn to O2n`1)
For an unramified representation σ of GLn of any SL2 type, Ind
O2n`1
GLn
σ is
of type x1, . . . , 1y.
(2) (Induction from O2n`1 to GL2n`1) For an unramified representation ρ of
O2n`1 of any SL2 type, Ind
GL2n`1
O2n`1
ρ is of type x1, . . . , 1y.
(3) (Induction from Oa ˆ Ob to Oa`b) Assume a ď b, and let ρa and ρb be
unramified Arthur type representations of Oa and Ob respectively, where the
type of ρb is xλiy. Then Ind
Oa`b
OaˆOb
ρa b ρb has type xλi ´ ay.
(4) (Restriction from O2n`1 to GLn) Let ρ be an unramified Arthur type repre-
sentation of O2n`1 of type xλiy. Then ρ|GLn has type xλi ´ ny.
(5) (Restriction from GL2n`1 to O2n`1) Let σ be an unramified representation
of O2n`1 of type xλ1, . . . , λky, and assume λk is the largest number in the
partition. Then σ|O2n`1 has type x2λk ´ 2n´ 2, 1, . . . , 1y.
(6) (Restriction from On to Om) Let ρ be an unramified Arthur type represen-
tation of On of type xλiy. For any m ă n, ρ|Om has type xλi `m´ ny.
(7) (Tensor product for O2n`1) Let ρ and ρ
1 be unramified Arthur type repre-
sentations of O2n`1 of types xλiy and xτiy respectively. Then ρb ρ
1 has type
xλi ` τj ´ 2ny.
Although it is included in the conjecture, part (2) is already known to be
true (see remark 5.2.5).
1.3 Setting up the proof
We are able to make some simplifications in order to make things easier. Since
by the global argument of Clozel, the map of SL2-types will be the same at
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every place, it suffices to solve the problem at just one place of F . Also, we are
looking for the type in common among all representations in a direct integral
decomposition, but that means we only need to find the type of just one unrami-
fied representation which occurs in the decomposition. We will work with p-adic
fields and prove this weakened version of Theorem 1.2.1 in chapters 3, 4, and 5.
Proposition 1.3.1. For any SL2 type xλiy for G2n, there exists an unramified
Arthur type representation of G2npQpq of type xλiy whose restriction to G2mpQpq
weakly contains an unramified Arthur type representation of type xλi`2m´2ny.
A similar assertion holds for each of the cases in theorem 1.2.1.
We will show how theorem 1.2.1 follows from proposition 1.3.1 after propo-
sition 2.1.2.
Here is a broad overview of the proof of proposition 1.3.1. To simplify the
notation, we give proofs only in the symplectic case with the understanding
that the even orthogonal case uses almost exactly the same arguments. In cases
where the orthogonal case does differ from the symplectic one, we give remarks
at the end of those sections describing the differences and what happens as a
result. These differences tend to arise either as a result of the exceptional cases
of theorem 1.2.1 or from the fact that a skew-symmetric bilinear form on an
odd-dimensional space is necessarily degenerate but the same is not true for a
symmetric bilinear form.
The restriction and tensor product problems must be done in two parts,
which we have divided into chapters 3 and 4. We begin in chapter 3 with the
representation (1.2.3) of G and consider its restriction using Mackey theory. This
argument is fairly elementary as the geometry involved is very nice. The case of
a tensor product of two representations, one of which is of the form (1.2.3), is
analyzed using a tool we develop in section 2.2 using Howe’s theory of low rank
representations.
The unipotent cases for restriction and tensor product are addressed in chap-
ter 4 and use the explicit construction of the theta lift by Li [21]. We prove weak
containment directly by approximating matrix coefficients. In each case we are
exploiting a certain see-saw dual pair relationship. We are required to cope with
some analytical difficulties and forced to make some dominated convergence ar-
guments in this case.
Chapter 5 deals with the induction problems. In the case for induction
from a GLn to Sp2n, we follow the technique of Venkatesh and induce through
the Siegel parabolic, which allows us to use harmonic analysis on the abelian
unipotent radical. For the remaining induction problems, we present a new type
of deformation argument based in part on the boundary degeneration theory in
r26s and the theory of deformations to the normal cone, though our calculations
are very explicit and do not rely on any advanced machinery.
Before we begin, let us establish some notation. If P “ MN is a parabolic
subgroup of a group G, π a representation of a subgroup M 1 of M , and π
extends to a representation of M 1N with N acting via a character χ, we denote
this representation of M 1N by π ¨ χ. The trivial representation of a group H
will be denoted 1H . To conserve space, we may write an induced representation
from H to G as IGH and the restriction of a representation π from G to H as
either π|H or R
G
Hπ. We use “b” for the outer tensor product whenever necessary
to distinguish it from the inner tensor product. Thus the parabolically induced
representation (1.2.3) can be written as IGP 1pρb σ ¨ 1N 1q.
If π and π1 are two unitary representations of a group G, we will write π ă π1
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or π1 ą π to indicate that π is weakly contained in π1. All groups will be p-
adic groups unless otherwise stated; we will write Sp2m for the symplectic group
Spp2m,Qpq and O2m for the split orthogonal group Op2m,Qpq.
For notational consistency, most of the time σ will be used to denote repre-
sentations of GLn, ρ will be used to denote unipotent representations of Sp2n,
π will be used to denote an induced representation of Sp2n, xτiy will be used
for the type of σ, and xλiy will be used for the type of ρ or π. We also use γ
typically to denote a tempered representation.
2 Preliminary results
2.1 Unramified representations of Arthur type
Recall that we use the term Arthur type to refer to irreducible unitary represen-
tations in local A-packets. We will prove some essential facts about unramified
representations of Arthur type.
Proposition 2.1.1. Unramified representations of Sp2npQpq and OnpQpq of
Arthur type have unique SL2 types.
Proof. let G be a symplectic or orthogonal group over Q. A local A-parameter
for GpQpq is a map
ψp :WQ ˆ SL2pCq ˆ SL2pCq Ñ Gˇ,
whereWQˆSL2pCq is the Weil-Deligne group of Q. We refer to the first SL2pCq
factor as the Deligne SL2pCq and the second one (the one that determines the
SL2 type) as the Arthur SL2pCq. Proposition 6.4 of Mœglin’s paper [23] states
that the associated local A-packet Πpψq contains an unramified representation
if and only if ψ|WQ is unramified and ψ restricts trivially to the Deligne SL2pCq,
and when such an unramified representation does exist, it is the only unramified
representation in Πpψq. Moreover Arthur has shown that each A-packet contains
an associated L-packet [24] with unramified L-parameter φψp : WQ ˆ SL2pCq Ñ
Gˇ defined by
φψppwq “ ψp
˜
w,
˜
|w|
1
2 0
0 |w|
´1
2
¸¸
,
where |w| is the pullback to WQ ˆ SL2pCq of the absolute value on WQ, and
so the unique unramified representation in the A-packet must in fact belong to
this L-packet. The map ψp ÞÑ φψp is injective [1], and so the unique unramified
repesentation in an A-packet does not belong to any other A-packet. Therefore
such an unramified representation has a unique SL2 type.
Proposition 2.1.2. Let G be a general linear, orthogonal, or symplectic group
and H a general linear, orthogonal, or symplectic subgroup of G over a local field
Fv of a number field F . If π is an Arthur type representation of G, then every
representation in the spectrum of π|H is of Arthur type.
Proof. The Burger-Sarnak theorem (1.1.1) tells us the spectrum is contained in
L2pGpAq{GpF qq. Arthur’s book [1] tells us these representations are in Arthur
packets.
We are now able to show how theorem 1.2.1 follows from proposition 1.3.1.
We give a proof in the restriction Sp2n to Sp2m case. The other cases are similar.
This argument is due to Clozel.
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Proof of theorem 1.2.1 assuming proposition 1.3.1. Let F be a number field that
has p and v among its places corresponding to local fields Qp and Fv with p ­“
v. Suppose π is an unramified representation of Sp2npFvq in an Arthur packet
for some place v. By proposition 2.1.1, π does not occur in any other Arthur
packet and has a unique SL2-type xλiy. Suppose π
1 is an unramified Arthur type
representation of Sp2npQpq for some place p ­“ v that has the same SL2 type as
π.
Let m ă n, and suppose σ and σ1 are two unramified representations in the
spectrum of π|Sp2mpFvq. These representations are of Arthur type with unique SL2
types by theorem 1.1.1, proposition 2.1.2, and proposition 2.1.1. By proposition
1.3.1, π1|Sp2mpQpq weakly contains an unramified Arthur type representation ρ of
type xλi ´ 2n` 2my.
By theorem 1.1.1, since σ b ρ and σ1 b ρ are weakly contained in π b
π1|Sp2mpFvˆQpq, it is weakly contained in L
2pGpF qzGpAqq. Because they occur in
L2pGpF qzGpAqq, they are associated to some global A-parameter, and because
each of the representations σ, σ1, and ρ occur only in one local A-packet each, this
means σ and ρ have the same SL2 type and σ
1 and ρ have the same type. Then
σ and σ1 have the same type. Therefore the unramified spectrum of π|Sp2mpFvq
all has the type xλi´2n`2my, and it follows that even ramified representations
must have this type among their types. This concludes the proof.
For the rest of this paper we are proving proposition 1.3.1. We begin with
some results which justify the construction (1.2.3).
Proposition 2.1.3. Let π be an unramified Arthur type representation of O2mpQpq
of type xλ1, . . . , λky, and suppose n ě m. Then the theta lift θpπq of π to
Sp2npQpq is nonzero, and in particular it is an unramified Arthur type repre-
sentation of type xλ1, . . . , λk, 2n ´ 2m ` 1y. The same is true when lifting from
Sp2m to O2n but with the `1 in the formula replaced by ´1 and under the as-
sumption n ą m.
Proof. The unramified theta correspondence was described explicitly by Kudla
and Rallis in proposition 7.1.1 of [19]. We will describe their result in the case
of lifting from the split group H “ O2mpQpq to G “ Sp2npQpq with m ď n. Let
π be an irreducible unramified representation of H “ O2mpQpq with associated
L-parameter
φp : LQp Ñ Hˇ,
where LQp is the Weil-Deligne group WQ ˆ SL2pCq, and Hˇ “ O2mpCq. Since
O2mpQpq is the split orthogonal group, φp factors through SO2mpCq Ă Hˇ. Sup-
pose n ě m, and consider the embedding
ι : SO2mpCq ˆ SO2n´2m`1pCq ãÑ SO2n`1pCq “ Gˇ.
The result of Kudla and Rallis is that the theta lift θpπq of π to G “ Sp2npQpq
is nonzero and unramified with L-parameter
θpφpq : LQp Ñ Gˇ
given by
θpφpqpwq “ ι
`
φppwq,diagp|w|
n´m, |w|n´m´1, . . . , |w|m´n`1, |w|m´nq
˘
.
Now suppose π is of Arthur type associated to a local A-parameter
ψp : LQp ˆ SL2pCq Ñ Hˇ.
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Recall that the L-parameter in this case is given by
φψp “ ψp
´
w,diagp|w|
1
2 , |w|
´1
2 q
¯
.
Let τ : SL2pCq Ñ SO2n´2m`1pCq be the principal SL2-type which determined
on the diagonal torus by the map
τpdiagpa, a´1qq “ diagpa2pn´mq, a2pn´m´1q, . . . , a2pm´n`1q, a2pm´nqq.
Then define the A-parameter Ψp : LQ ˆ SL2pCq Ñ Gˇ by
Ψppw, xq “ ιpψppw, xq, τpxqq.
This unramified since ψp is. The associated L-parameter is
ΦΨp “ Ψppw,diagp|w|
1
2 , |w|
´1
2 qq
“ ιpψppw,diagp|w|
1
2 , |w|
´1
2 qq, τpdiagp|w|
1
2 , |w|
´1
2 qq
“ ιpφψppwq,diagp|w|
n´m, |w|n´m´1, . . . , |w|m´n`1, |w|m´nqq
“ θpφψpqpwq.
Therefore θpπq belongs to the A-packet associated to Ψp. Its SL2 type is the
type of π concatenated with the type τ , which is 2n´ 2m` 1 as desired.
Corollary 2.1.4. For each SL2 type consisting of distinct odd numbers, there
exists an unramified Arthur type representation of Sp2n or O2n with this type
which is an iterated theta lift from the trivial representation of some smaller
symplectic or even orthogonal group such that the theta lift is an unramified
Arthur type representation at each step.
Proof. Proposition 2.1.3 lets us theta lift repeatedly from a one-dimensional
character (which we take to be trivial) to construct such a representation. In
particular if λ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λk are odd numbers, we may start with a character of
type λ1, then lift to a representation of type xλ1, λ2y, and so on until we get a
representation of type xλ1, . . . , λky.
From this corollary we obtain our unipotent representations. Then to obtain
a representation of any type we need the following.
Proposition 2.1.5. Let G2n be Sp2n or O2n. Suppose ρ is an unramified Arthur
type representation of G2m type xλiy. with m ă n. Let P “ MN be a parabolic
subgroup of G2n with Levi subgroup G2mˆGLτ1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆGLτk , where 2m`2
ř
k τk “
2n. Suppose χi is an unramified character of GLτi for each i. Then
IndG2nP ρb χ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨b χk ¨ 1N (2.1.6)
has a unique unramified Arthur type subrepresentation of type xλiy ‘ 2xτiy.
Proof. The representation (2.1.6) has a unique irreducible unramified subrep-
resentation by the Iwasawa decomposition. It’s of Arthur type by the work of
Mœglin [24].
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2.2 The restriction of a unitary representation to a parabolic
subgroup
One of the difficulties we will encounter in the restriction and tensor product
problems is when we restrict a representation to some non-reductive subgroup
and do not have a trivial action on the unipotent radical. In order to read
the type of a representation induced from a parabolic subgroup, a trivial action
on the unipotent radical is necessary so that we have parabolic induction of a
representation on the Levi subgroup. We will resolve much of that in this section
by proving the following.
Lemma 2.2.1. G be GLn, O2n, or Sp2n, and suppose π is an irreducible un-
ramified Arthur type representation of G. Let P “MN be a parabolic subgroup
of G. Then there exists an irreducible unramified Arthur type representation ρ
of M such that π|P ą ρ ¨ 1N .
We give a proof for GLn and one for Sp2n, with the understanding that
the O2n case is essentially the same as the Sp2n one. Observe that if we show
that π|P weakly contains some π
1 ¨ 1N , where π
1 is a representation of M , then
continuity of restriction with respect to the Fell topology implies that π|M ą π
1,
which in turn means π|M ¨ 1N ą π
1 ¨ 1N . We also note that it suffices to prove
the lemma for a restriction to maximal parabolic subgroup since restriction can
be done in stages.
Proof (GLn case). We will prove this by induction on the number of numbers in
the type of π. Observe that if π is a one-dimensional character, then since one-
dimensional characters of GLn factor through the determininant, π|N is already
trivial, and thus π|P “ π|M ¨ 1N .
Now suppose π is an irreducible unramified Arthur type representation of
GLn which is realized as π “ IndP 1 σa b σb ¨ 1N 1 , where σa is an unramified
Arthur type representation of GLa, σb is a one-dimensional unramified character
of GLb, and P
1 “ M 1N 1 is the maximal subgroup of type pa, bq of G. The SL2
type of π is the type of σa concatenated with b, and we may assume b is the
largest number in the type of π.
We analyze the restriction to P using Mackey theory. Note P 1 acts on G{P
with a unique open orbit. If we assume P is in this open orbit, then the stabilizer
of the P 1 action is P 1 X P , and Mackey theory says we will have
ResGP Ind
G
P 1 σa b σb ¨ 1N 1 – Ind
P
PXP 1 Res
P 1
PXP 1 σa b σb ¨ 1N 1 .
We realize P as the stabilizer of some m-dimensional subspace W of an
n-dimensional space V . Meanwhile P 1 is the stabilizer of some a-dimensional
subspace W 1. Any elements of P X P 1 stabilize W XW 1 and so each possible
dimension of W XW 1 forms an orbit for the action of P 1. The open orbit cor-
responds to the generic case where W X W 1 have as small an intersection as
possible. We take σa to be a representation of GLpW
1q while σb is a representa-
tion of GLpV {W 1q.
Case 1: Suppose a`m ď n. Then W XW 1 should have trivial intersection.
Choose a (possibly zero) complement U to W ‘W 1 so that V “ W ‘ U ‘W 1.
We then can realize M and M 1 as
M “ GLpW q ˆGLpW 1 ‘ Uq
M 1 “ GLpW 1q ˆGLpW ‘ Uq
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so that σa P {GLpW 1q and σb P {GLpW ‘ Uq. Any element stabilizing W and
W 1 must stabilize W ‘ W 1, so let P‘ be the parabolic subgroup of GLpV q
of elements stabilizing W ‘ W 1. The Levi subgroup of P‘ can be realized as
M‘ “ GLpW ‘W
1q ˆGLpUq, and N‘ is the set of elements which act trivially
on W ‘W 1 and V {pW ‘W 1q. We have
N‘ – HompU,W ‘W
1q “ HompU,W q ˆHompU,W 1q.
Since N‘ acts trivially on W and W
1, it stabilizes both of these spaces. Of
course the GLpUq factor ofM‘ stabilizes both spaces as well, and the elements of
GLpW‘W 1q stabilizing bothW andW 1 is the Levi subgroup GLpW qˆGLpW 1q.
Hence
P X P 1 “ pGLpW q ˆGLpW 1q ˆGLpUqqN‘.
Of course the σa is already a representation ofGLpW
1q, and the σb P {GLpW ‘ Uq
action restricts trivially to GLpW 1q and to Nv since σb is a one-dimensional char-
acter. Since σb is one dimensional, we may write σb|GLpW qˆGLpUq “ σb|GLpW q b
σb|GLpUq. Thus we have
π|P – Ind
P
PXP 1 σa b σb|GLpW q b σb|GLpUq ¨ 1N‘ .
We will induce in stages. According to our descriptions so far, we have
N “ HompW 1 ‘ U,W q “ HompW 1,W q ‘HompU,W q.
Also P 2 “ pGLpW 1qˆGLpUqqHompU,W 1q forms a parabolic subgroup ofGLpW 1‘
Uq By inducing in stages and using proposition E.2.5 of [2], we have
π|P – Ind
P
pGLpW 1qˆP 2qN
`
σb|GLpW q b
`
σa b σb|GLpUq ¨ 1HompU,W 1q
˘
¨ 1N
˘
b L2
`
pGLpW 1q ˆ P 2qN{pGLpW 1q ˆ P 2qHompU,W q
˘
Let us consider the representation
L2
`
pGLpW 1q ˆ P 2qN{pGLpW 1q ˆ P 2qHompU,W q
˘
.
We will analyze this in a manner similar to Venkatesh in section 3.3 of [27]. As
a vector space,
L2
`
pGLpW 1q ˆ P 2qN{pGLpW 1q ˆ P 2qHompU,W q
˘
– L2pHompW 1,W qq.
The pGLpW 1qˆP 2qHompU,W q action on this space is intertwined by the Fourier
transform, so we may realize this representation on the space L2p {HompW 1,W qq.
The orbits of the pGLpW 1q ˆ P 2qHompU,W q-action on this space correspond
to the different possible ranks of maps W Ñ W 1. The unique open orbit cor-
responds to maps of maximal rank. If ζ P {HompW 1,W q is an element of the
open pGLpW 1qˆP 2qHompU,W q orbit and Mζ Ă pGLpW
1qˆP 2qHompU,W q its
stabilizer, then Fourier analysis produces an isomorphism
L2
`
pGLpW 1q ˆ P 2qN{pGLpW 1q ˆ P 2qHompU,W q
˘
– Ind
pGLpW 1qˆP 2qN
MζN
1Mζ ¨ ζ.
If we replace ζ by ζtpxq “ ζptxq, then the stabilizer Mζt is the same as Mζ . The
map t ÞÑ ζt is continuous on the Fell topology of {HompW 1,W q. By continuity of
induction with respect to the Fell topology, we may let tÑ 0 to obtain
L2
`
pGLpW 1q ˆ P 2qN{pGLpW 1q ˆ P 2qHompU,W q
˘
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ą L2ppGLpW 1q ˆ P 2qHompU,W q{Mζq ¨ 1HompW 1,W q.
Observe that HompU,W 1q and GLpUq act trivially on HompW 1,W q, and so
we will have GLpUqHompU,W 1q Ă Mζ . Then Mζ will be of the form pM
1
ζ ˆ
GLpUqqHompU,W 1q, whereM 1ζ is the subgroup of elements of GLpW qˆGLpW
1q
stabilizing ζ. The representation L2ppGLpW q ˆGLpW 1qq{M 1ζq was described in
[27] section 3.3. It weakly contains a representation of the form τW b τW 1, where
τW and τW 1 are irreducible Arthur type representations of GLpW q and GLpW
1q,
which we may take to be unramified. Hence
L2
`
pGLpW 1q ˆ P 2qN{pGLpW 1q ˆ P 2qHompU,W q
˘
ą pτW b τW 1 b1GLpUqq ¨ 1N .
Therefore we now have
π|P ą I
P
pGLpW 1qˆP 2qN pσb|GLpW qbτW qb
`
pσa b τW 1qb σb|GLpUq ¨ 1HompU,W 1q
˘
¨1N .
Now if we write
π1 “ Ind
GLpW 1‘Uq
P 2 pσa b τW 1qb σb|GLpUq ¨ 1HompU,W 1q,
then we have
π|P ą pσb|GLpW q b τW qb π
1 ¨ 1N .
The M -representation pσb|GLpW q b τW q b π
1 weakly contains an irreducible un-
ramified Arthur type representation ρ, which proves the lemma in this case.
Case 2: Suppose a`m ą n. Then W and W 1 have nontrivial intersection,
and in the open orbit case we will have V “ W `W 1. Any elements stabilizing
both spaces must stabilize the intersection. Let PX “ MXNX be the parabolic
subgroup of GLpV q consisting of elements stabilizing W XW 1. Choose comple-
ments U and U 1 in W and W 1 respectively to W XW 1 so that
V “ U ‘ pW XW 1q ‘ U 1.
We may then take as our Levi subgroups
MX “ GLpW XW
1q ˆGLpU ‘ U 1q,
M “ GLpW q ˆGLpU 1q,
M 1 “ GLpW 1q ˆGLpUq.
so that σa P {GLpW 1q and σb P {GLpUq. The elements of NX act trivially on
W XW 1 and V {pW XW 1q, and so they stabilize both W and W 1. The elements
of GLpU ‘ U 1q that stabilize both W and W 1 stabilize both U and U 1, and so
we see that
P X P 1 “ pGLpUq ˆGLpW XW 1q ˆGLpU 1qqNX.
Of course σa restricts trivially to GLpUq, and σb is already a representation of
GLpUq. Then we have
π|P “ Ind
P
PXP 1 σa|pGLpWXW 1qˆGLpU 1qqNX b σb.
Note that
NX “ HompU ‘ U
1,W XW 1q “ HompU,W XW 1q ˆHompU 1,W XW 1q.
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Of course σa restricts trivially to the HompU,W XW
1q factor since that factor
acts trivially on W 1. We see that
pGLpW XW 1q ˆGLpU 1qqHompU 1,W XW 1q
is a parabolic subgroup of GLpW 1q. Applying the induction hypothesis, we know
that σa|pGLpWXW 1qˆGLpU 1qqHompU 1,WXW 1q weakly contains a representation of the
form σ1 ¨1HompU 1,WXW 1q, where σ
1 is an irreducible Arthur type unramified repre-
sentation of GLpU 1qˆGLpWXW 1q. Since σ1 is weakly contained in σa restricted
to a Levi subgroup, we know that we can take it to be of the form σWXW 1bσU 1 .
Hence
π|P ą Ind
P
PXP 1 σU 1 b σb b pσWXW 1 ¨ 1NXq.
Next observe that P 2 “ pGLpW XW 1qˆGLpUqqHompU,W XW 1q is a parabolic
subgroup of GLpW q. By inducing in stages through pGLpU 1q ˆ P 2qN and re-
peating the same harmonic analysis as in the previous case, we find that for some
unramified Arthur type representations τU and τU 1 of GLpUq and GLpU
1q that
π|P ą Ind
P
pGLpU 1qˆP 2qN pσU 1 b τU 1qb
`
σWXW 1 b pσb b τUq ¨ 1HompU,WXW 1q
˘
¨ 1N .
Then let
π1 “ Ind
GLpW q
pGLpWXW 1qˆGLpUqqHompU,WXW 1q σWXW 1 b pσb b τUq ¨ 1HompU,WXW 1q.
By inducing in stages, we have
π|P ą pσU 1 b τU 1qb π
1 ¨ 1N .
The M -representation pσU 1 b τU 1q b π
1 weakly contains an unramified Arthur
type representation. This completes the proof in the GLn case.
The proof for the classical group case will be shorter and rely on a wholly
different technique. We use Howe’s theory of low rank representations [16]. In
principle, the theory of low rank representations exists for GLn representations
as well and could perhaps provide a shorter proof of case 1 as well, but this
theory has not been explicated for GLn in the literature.
Proof (Sp2n case): Let π be an irreducible unramified Arthur representation of
Sp2n. Let P be the maximal parabolic subgroup of Sp2n with Levi subgroup
M “ GLm ˆ Sp2n´2m and unipotent radical N .
Case 1: Suppose the rank of π in the sense of Howe (which is even by
[16]) is 2a ď m. Then according to [21], π is a theta lift of a representation ρ
of O2a, and π|ZpNq is supported on rank 2a characters. The stabilizer in M of
a rank 2a character is a subgroup pO2a ˆ GLm´2aqN
1 ˆ Sp2n´2m, where N
1 is
the unipotent radical of a parabolic subgroup P 1 of GLm with Levi subgroup
M 1 “ GL2a ˆGLm´2a. If χ is a rank 2a character of ZpNq and pχ denotes the
(unique up to conjugation) representation of N with central character χ, then
we have an oscillator representation ω of pO2a ˆ Sp2n´2mqN whose N -action is
by pχ. The restriction π|P is irreducible and by the arguments of Li [21] has the
description
π|P – Ind
P
ppO2aˆGLm´2aqN 1ˆSp2n´2mqN
ρb ω b 1GLm´2a ¨ 1N 1 . (2.2.2)
(In the inducing data, O2a acts by ρ b ω, Sp2n´2m and N act by ω.) If we re-
place χ by χtpxq “ χpt
2xq, the isomorphism class of the corresponding oscillator
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representation ωt does not change as t varies. Hence the isomorphism class of
the representation (2.2.2) does not change when replacing χ by χt. If we let
t Ñ 0, then χt approaches the trivial representation. The closure in Nˆ of the
set of pt, t ­“ 0 is tpt : t ­“ 0u Y {N{ZpNq, so we may let pt approach the trivial
representation continuously in the Fell topology on N as tÑ 0. Since induction
is continuous with respect to the Fell topology, this tells us
π|P ą
´
IndMpO2aˆGLm´2aqN 1ˆSp2n´2m ρb ω|O2aˆSp2n´2m ¨ 1GLm´2aN 1
¯
¨ 1N .
The M -representation IndMpO2aˆGLm´2aqN 1ˆSp2n´2m ρbω|O2aˆSp2n´2m ¨ 1GLm´2aN 1
has nonzero unramified spectrum supported on Arthur type representations by
theorem 1.1.1 and proposition 2.1.5.
Case 2: Suppose the rank of π in the sense of Howe is greater than m.
Then π|ZpNq is supported on maximal rank characters. The M -stabilizer of
such a character is Om ˆ Sp2n´2m. Any irreducible representation of P weakly
contained in π|P must be of the form
π1 b IndMpOmˆSp2n´2mq ρb ω,
where π1 is some representation ofM , ρ is some representation of OmˆSp2n´2m,
and ω is an oscillator representation for pOm ˆ Sp2n´2mqN whose ZpNq action
is by a full rank character. Once again we may deform such a character to get a
trivial action on M as desired. This concludes the proof.
2.3 Decay of matrix coefficients
Our main tool for the unipotent case will be theta correspondence. An explicit
construction for the theta lift was given in [21] in the stable range. This was later
extended to the so called “semistable” range [15]. For the dual pair pO2m, Sp2nq
with m ă n, the construction of the lift of an O2m-representation σ to Sp2n
relies on the absolute convergence of the integralż
O2m
xωphqφ, φ1yxσphqv, v1ydh, (2.3.1)
where xωpghqφ, φy is a matrix coefficient for a Weil representation ω for the
dual pair pO2m, Sp2nq and xσphqv, v
1y is a matrix coefficient for σ. That requires
certain Lp decay of the matrix coefficients of our representations in order that
the matrix coefficient integrals in his construction converge.
The SL2-type of a representation is expected to determine a bound for the
decay of its K-finite matrix coefficients. In particular, this bound should depend
on the rank of the group, the largest number in the partition, and that number’s
multiplicity in the partition. We will establish the following.
Theorem 2.3.2. Let pH,Gq be one of the dual pairs pGLm, GLnq, pOm, Spnq,
or pSpm, Onq (m,n even in the latter two cases) over Q with m ď n, and suppose
σ is an irreducible unitary representation of HpQpq occurring in some local A-
packet. Suppose λ is the largest number in the partition associated to an SL2-type
of σ and that all numbers in the type of σ greater than 2 (if any) are distinct.
Let ω be a Weil representation for the dual pair pH,Gq and Vω and Vσ the
spaces on which ω and σ act respectively. Then for all φ, φ1 P Vω and v, v
1 P Vσ,ż
HpQpq
xωphqφ, φ1yxσphqv, v1ydh
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converges absolutely if m` λ ď n when H “ GLm or H “ Om, or if m` λ ă n
when H “ Spm.
Note that we do not assume uniqueness of SL2 types. This theorem was
established by Li in the stable range pn ě 2mq in his original paper [21] and
by others in some cases since: for example in the real unipotent case in [22].
Ideally, we would like to establish this theorem without the restriction on the
type of σ, but the proof is computation heavy, and it may even be the case that
the theorem fails without some such restrictions.
The integral (2.3.1) defines a (possible degenerate) G-invariant inner product
p¨, ¨q on Vω b Vσ. It follows from theorem A.5 of [14] that p¨, ¨q is positive semi-
definite. Hence if R denotes the kernel of p¨, ¨q, then p¨, ¨q descends to give a
positive-definite inner product on pVω b Vσq{R. In particular, if p¨, ¨q, then the
theta lift of σ is nonzero and θpσq is realized on pVω b Vσq{R. We will refer to
this as Li’s construction of the theta lift.
Proof. We give a proof in the pH,Gq “ pO2m, Sp2nq case with the understanding
that the other cases are similar. The decay of the matrix coefficients of ω is well
understood. It follows from the proof of theorem 3.2 in [21] and (7.7) in [16]
that we have the estimate
|xωphqφ, φ1y| ď Cpφ, φ1qΞHphq
n
m´1 (2.3.3)
for h P H on K-finite vectors φ, φ1 P Vω, where Cpφ, φ
1q is some constant and
ΞH is Harish-Chandra’s Ξ function on H. Thus ω|H has matrix coefficients in
Lp for p ą 2m´2
n
. If 2m´ 2 ă n, then the boundedness of the matrix coefficients
of σ implies the absolute convergence of p2.3.1q already.
If 2m´2 ě n, then σ having K-finite matrix coefficients in Lq (i.e. σ being a
strongly Lq representation) for some q ă 2m´2
2m´2´n by Ho¨lder’s inequality implies
the convergence of p2.3.1q (cf. corollary 3.4 of [21]). Given the assumption
2m`λ ď 2n and 2m´2 ě n (som ě 2), theorem 2.3.2 is implied by the following
proposition, for which we also state the symplectic case for later use.
Proposition 2.3.4. Suppose σ is a unitary irreducible Arthur type represen-
tation of G “ O2m or G “ Sp2m with nontrivial SL2 type, m ě 2, and that
λ is the largest entry of the partition associated to an SL2 type of σ. Suppose
that all numbers in the type of σ greater than 2 (if any) are distinct (and hence
odd). Then there exists δ ą 0 such that the K-finite matrix coefficients of σ are
bounded by a multiple of Ξ
2
q
G, where
q ě
$’’’’&’’’’%
2m´2
m´3`δ G “ O2m and λ “ 2
2p2m´2q
2m´5´λ`δ G “ O2m and λ is odd
2m
m´2`δ G “ Sp2m and λ “ 2
4m
2m´1´λ`δ G “ Sp2m and λ is odd
.
A similar result holds for G “ GLn.
For example, when λ “ 1 and G “ O2m so that σ has type p1, . . . , 1q,
we expect this to be true for all δ ă 4, which implies σ is tempered. This
result is stronger than we are actually able to show because we do not know
the Ramanujan conjecture. Instead, estimates for the Ramanujan conjecture for
classical groups (see [9]) will give a smaller δ value but one which is still positive.
In fact, the trivial estimate for the Ramanujan conjecture is sufficient for this
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application (see remark 2.3.5 for an example). For our proof, we will make a
computation assuming the Ramanujan conjecture for ease of computation, but
this will not affect the validity of the proof in general because the estimates
known for the conjecture are sufficient to establish a positive value for δ.
Proof. We will just do the G “ Sp2m case. We use the theory of leading ex-
ponents to compute the Lp decay of σ. The connection between exponents and
decay of matrix coefficients is a result of Casselman (see [17] for the archimedean
case and [5] for the nonarchimedean case).
In [23], Mœglin describes the exponents of representations in p-adic A-packets.
Her description of the exponents differs from Casselman’s theory, but they are
related. For Mœglin, a representation σ occurs as the unique irreducible quo-
tient of a parabolically induced representation IndGP χb γ, where γ is tempered
and χ is a positive character. The character χ, which is uniquely determined,
will be denoted Exppσq. From lemma 5.2.8 in [28] (which is also valid in the
nonarchimedean case), the matrix coefficients of σ are bounded in terms of χ
which gives a particular Lp bound, and from Casselman’s theory, the leading
exponents of σ must give the same Lp bound as well. We will describe how
to translate Mœglin’s Exppσq data into leading exponents from which we will
compute an Lp bound.
Mœglin showed that the exponents Exppσq of a representation σ as a charac-
ter of a maximal torus are entry-wise bounded by a certain set of values, which
she denotes Exppψq where ψ is the A-parameter associated to σ. It follows from
her results that the A-parameters which maximize Exppψq are the unramified
A-parameters, and in that case, the Exppψq “ Exppσq if σ is the unique un-
ramified representation in the A-packet associated to ψ. Moreover, the leading
exponents of this representation depend only on the SL2-type of σ. Hence we
may assume that σ is precisely this unramified representation with the largest
exponents.
Let xλ1, . . . , λky be the SL2 type of σ with λ1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď λk “ λ. Let Exppψq “
Exppσq be the sequence formed by concatenating the sequences„
λi ´ 1
2
,
λi ´ 3
2
, . . . ,´
λi ´ 1
2

,
re-ordering the entries of the new sequence in decreasing order, and then remov-
ing all but the first n entries. For example, if the SL2-type is x2, 2, 7y (so that
σ is a representation of Sp10), then Exppσq “
`
3, 2, 1, 1
2
, 1
2
˘
. Let us in general
write Exppσq “ pa1, . . . , anq with ai ě ai`1.
Recall that for Sp2m, the half-sum of positive roots is ρ “ me1`pm´ 1qe2`
¨ ¨ ¨ ` em, which we rewrite as the sequence pm,m ´ 1, . . . , 1q. The dominant
weights here are ωi “ e1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ei for i “ 1, . . . ,m, and so we have
xρ, ωiy “ m` pm´ 1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pm´ pi´ 1qq “ im´
ipi´ 1q
2
,
xExppσq, ωiy “ a1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ai.
It follows from Mœglin’s result and the theory of exponents (a` la Casselman)
that σ has K-finite matrix coefficients bounded by a multiple of Ξ
2
p
G if and only
if
p ą
2
1´ xExppσq,ωiyxρ,ωiy
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for all i. Thus the problem of computing the Lp decay for the matrix coefficients
of σ has been reduced to a purely combinatorial one.
Let us consider the most simple case first. Suppose that λ “ 1 so that
Exppσq “ p0, . . . , 0q. Then it follows from the above that σ has K-finite matrix
coefficients in Lp for p ą 2 and is bounded by ΞG (recall that in actuality, there is
a slight error due to the Ramanujan conjecture estimates, so we are not actually
saying σ is tempered).
Now suppose λ “ 2. Then Exppσq “
`
1
2
, . . . , 1
2
, 0, . . . , 0
˘
, where the number
of 1
2
entries corresponds to the number of 2’s in the type of σ. Suppose there
are 2k such 2’s (recall that there must be an even number of them, and note
2k ď m). Then for i ď 2k we have
xExppσq, ωiy
xρ, ωiy
“
i
2im´ ipi´ 1q
“
1
2m´ i` 1
.
This expression is maximized in the range 1 ď i ď 2k when i “ 2k, in which
case we obtain
xExppσq, ω2ky
xρ, ω2ky
“
1
2m´ 2k ` 1
.
It is clear that xExppσq,ω2kyxρ,ω2ky is maximal among the values
xExppσq,ωiy
xρ,ωiy
since for all
values i ą 2k, the ith entry of Exppσq is 0, and so in that case we have
xExppσq, ωiy
xρ, ωiy
“
xExppσq, ω2ky
xρ, ω2ky ` x
for some x ą 0. Then σ has K-finite matrix coefficients in Lp for
p ą
2m´ 2k ` 1
m´ k
.
The maximum possible value for this expression happens if 2k “ m, in which
case we obtain p ą 2pm`1q
m
. It is easy to check that this value is strictly less than
the value of 2m
m´2 given in the statement of proposition 2.3.4.
Now suppose λ ą 2. The computation for Exppσq relies only on the SL2 type
of σ, and so we may choose any σ with that type so long as it is the element
of the associated L-packet with the maximal exponents. In particular it follows
from proposition 2.1.3 that we may take σ to be an iterated theta lift from an
unramified representation whose type consists only of 1’s and 2’s. We will give
an inductive argument to show this has the desired growth.
Suppose σ “ θpρq is a theta lift of a representation ρ of O2n where 2m´2n`
1 “ λ and that proposition 2.3.4 (and hence theorem 2.3.2) holds for ρ. Then
σ may be given by Li’s construction of the theta lift. In particular, is matrix
coefficients are of the form
g ÞÑ
ż
O2n
xωpghqφ, φ1yxρphqv, v1ydh.
We may generalize the bound (2.3.3) by considering both factors of the dual pair
pO2n, Sp2mq. We may obtain the bound (cf. [22], lemma 3.8)
|xωpghqφ, φ1y| ď Cpφ, φ1qΞGpgq
n
mΞHphq
m
n´1 ,
where G “ Sp2m and H “ O2n. Thenˇˇˇˇż
H
xωpghqφ, φ1yxρphqv, v1ydh
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Cpφ, φ1qΞGpgq
m
n
ż
H
ΞHphq
m
n´1 |xρphqv, v1y|dh.
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We have already established the convergence of the integral on the right by the
induction hypothesis. Then σ has matrix coefficients bounded by Ξ
2
p
G, where
p “
2m
n
“
4m
2m´ λ` 1
.
Note that this implies
4m
2m´ λ` 1
ą
2
1´ xExppσq,ωiyxρ,ωiy
,
and so because Exppσq bounds Exppπq for any π with the same SL2-type, this
bound applies (with some small error due to the Ramanujan conjecture esti-
mates) to all representations of this type. This concludes the proof.
Remark 2.3.5. For the sake of illustration, let us see how the trivial estimate
for the Ramanujan conjecture applies in the case λ “ 2. We must add an error
factor of ǫ to each entry of Exppσq, from which we obtain
xExppσq ` pǫ, . . . , ǫq, ωiy
xρ, ωiy
“
1` 2ǫ
2m´ i` 1
.
Taking the maximal value of i “ m, we obtain a p value of
p ą
2pm` 1q
m´ 2ǫ
This is less than 2m
m´2 if and only if ǫ ă
1
2
` 1
m
. The trivial estimate for the
Ramanujan conjecture is ǫ ă 1
2
, and so adding this error term indeed does not
affect the proof.
Moreover, if in theorem 2.3.2 we allow for the case λ “ 2, m ` 2 “ n
when G “ Sp2n, then the corresponding case of proposition 2.3.4 would require
q ě 2m
m´1`δ for some δ ą 0. We have
2pm`1q
m´2ǫ ă
2m
m´1 if and only if ǫ ă
1
2m
, and
so the truth of theorem 2.3.2 in the case m ` 2 “ n, G “ Sp2n would follow if
we knew the Ramanujan conjecture. Fortunately, we do not require this case in
our application.
It should be noted from the proof of proposition 2.3.4 that when we do have
a representation which is a theta lift given by Li’s construction that we obtain
a bound for the matrix coefficients which does not rely on any estimates to the
Ramanujan conjecture. This will be useful later, so let us state it as a corollary.
Corollary 2.3.6. Let ρ be an Arthur type representation of H “ O2m (or H “
Sp2m), and suppose the theta lift θpρq of ρ to G “ Sp2n (or G “ O2n) is nonzero
and may be given by Li’s construction. Then θpρq has K-finite matrix coefficients
in Lp for all
p ą
2n ´ 2ǫ
m
,
where ǫ “ 0 if H is orthogonal or ǫ “ 1 if H is symplectic.
An essential fact for us relates the convergence of the integral 2.3.1 to the
nonvanishing of the theta lift for unramified representations, which we now state.
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Corollary 2.3.7. Let pH,Gq be one of the dual pairs pGLm, GLnq, pOm, Spnq,
or pSpm, Onq (m,n even in the latter two cases) over Q with m ď n, and suppose
σ is a unitary irreducible representation of HpQpq occurring in some local Arthur
packet. Suppose λ is the largest number in the partition associated to an SL2-
type of σ, and suppose that all numbers in the type of σ greater than 2 (if any)
are distinct (and hence odd). Then the theta lift θpσq of σ to G is nonzero and
may be constructed via Li’s construction if m` λ ď n.
Proof. Since σ is unramified, proposition 2.1.3 says its abstract theta lift is
nonzero. By proposition 11.6 of [12], when the integral (2.3.1) converges, the
abstract theta lift of σ is nonzero if and only if the integral (2.3.1) is nonvanishing.
Therefore we may use Li’s construction for the theta lift of σ.
In particular, the following cases will be particularly useful to us.
Corollary 2.3.8. (i) Suppose ρ “ θpσq is an unramified Arthur type repre-
sentation of O2n or Sp2n of type pλ1, . . . , λkq with λ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λk which
is a theta lift from an unramified Arthur type representation σ of type
pλ1, . . . , λk´1q. Then the integral p2.3.1q converges absolutely, ρ may be
constructed using Li’s construction, and its matrix coefficients have the
bound established in corollary 2.3.6.
(ii) Suppose a P t1, 2u and ρ “ θpσq is an unramified Arthur type representa-
tion of O2n or Sp2n of type xa, . . . , a, λ1, . . . , λky with λ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λk and a P
t1, 2u which is a theta lift of a representation σ of type xa, . . . , a, λ1, . . . , λk´1y
(or just xa, . . . , ay with λ1 ą a if k “ 1). Then ρ may be constructed using
Li’s construction, and its matrix coefficients have the bound established in
corollary 2.3.6.
3 Restriction and tensor product part 1: induced
representations
Our goal in this chapter is to reduce the restriction problem from that of a
general induced representation of Arthur type to the case of a unipotent repre-
sentation and to show how the tensor product problem reduces to the restriction
one. That is, we will prove the restriction cases of proposition 1.3.1 for restric-
tions of representations of Sp2n using the induction hypothesis that all cases of
proposition 1.3.1 hold for representations of Sp2m, m ă n, but this proof will
only be for representations whose SL2 types are not made entirely of distinct
odd numbers.
We will prove the tensor product case of proposition 1.3.1 for representations
of Sp2n using the induction hypothesis that the restriction cases of proposition
1.3.1 hold for representations of Sp2n and that the tensor product result of
proposition 1.3.1 holds for representations of Sp2m for m ă n. This proof will
only work for the tensor product of two representation such that at least one of
them does not have only distinct odd numbers it its type.
In chapter 4, we prove separately the unipotent cases, where a representation
has only distinct odd numbers in its type.
The main tool used in this chapter is Mackey theory. Our proofs in the
restriction cases will take the following form.
(1) In each section, we will have a group H Ă G acting on G{P , where P is a
maximal parabolic subgroup of G. We realize G{P as the Grassmannian of
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isotropic subspaces of a particular dimension. The group H will act with
open orbit. We will compute the stabilizer H 1 in H of a point in the open
orbit in G{P and assume the identity coset P belongs to the open orbit (so
that H 1 “ H X P ). For a representation ω of P , Mackey theory then says
ResGH Ind
G
P ω ą Ind
H
H 1 Res
P
H 1 ω.
(2) We will then describe explicitly the restriction of ω to H 1.
(3) We will induce in stages through a parabolic subgroup P 1 of H in order to
obtain a representation of the form (1.2.3), from which we can read the type
of the representation.
The tensor product case will be much easier as it is almost a direct consequence
of lemma 2.2.1.
3.1 Restriction from Sp2n to Sp2m
In this section, we prove the following sub-case of proposition 1.3.1.
Lemma 3.1.1. Let M “ GLaˆSp2b be a Levi subgroup of a parabolic subgroup
P of G “ Sp2npQpq, and suppose π “ Ind
G
P σ b ρ ¨ 1 is an unramified Arthur
type representation of the form (1.2.3), where σ is an unramified Arthur type
representation of GLa and ρ is a unipotent unramified Arthur type representation
of Sp2b. If xλiy is the type of π, then π|Sp2mpQpq weakly contains an irreducible
unramified Arthur type representation of type xλi ` 2n´ 2my.
We will show by using Mackey theory that this lemma reduces to the re-
striction problem for the unipotent ρ and the case of induction from an Sp2c ˆ
Sp2pm´cq subgroup to Sp2m. In other words, our induction hypotheses for this
section is to use assume the restriction result for representations of Sp2b and the
induction result for Sp2cˆ Sp2pm´cq to Sp2m from which we prove the result for
Sp2n. In the orthogonal case, we also use the induction hypothesis for tensor
product (see remark 3.1.5)
Proof. We realize G{P as the isotropic Grassmannian of a-dimensional isotropic
subspaces in a 2n dimensional vector space V with skew-symmetric bilinear form
B. Let H “ SppSq ˆ SppT q be the stabilizer of V “ S ‘ T where S and T are
symplectic subspaces of dimension 2m and 2pn ´ mq respectively. We assume
m ď n´m. We will consider three cases:
(1) a ď 2m ď 2pn ´mq and a is even,
(2) a ă 2m ď 2pn ´mq and a is odd, and
(3) 2m ă a ď 2pn ´mq.
In each case, we will show the restriction of π to each factor of H weakly contains
a representation of the form p1.2.3q, and we will demonstrate that it is of the
predicted type xλi ´ 2m` 2ny assuming the induction hypothesis holds.
Case 1: Suppose a ď 2m ď 2pn ´ mq and a is even. Let W be an
a-dimensional isotropic subspace of V . In the most generic case, the pro-
jections WS and WT of W to S and T respectively are a-dimensional sub-
spaces. The space W Ă WS ‘ WT defines an isomorphism φ : WT Ñ WS
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with graphpφq “ W , and since W is isotropic and B “ B|S ` B|T , it must be
that Bpφpvq, φpwqq “ ´Bpv,wq for all v,w P WT . Hence B|WS and B|WT have
kernels of equal dimension.
The action of Sp2m “ SppSq on the collection of all a-dimensional subspaces
of S with kernel of dimension k is transitive, and so each possible dimension
for the kernel of B|WS corresponds to an H orbit in G{P. The largest orbit
corresponds to the most non-degenerate case, i.e. the case where WS is a non-
degenerate symplectic space of dimension a (since a is even). Thus a point in the
open H-orbit of G{P can be described by giving two a-dimensional symplectic
subspaces of S and T together with an isomorphism φ between them that satisfies
Bpφpvq, φpwqq “ ´Bpv,wq.
The stabilizer: Let us describe the stabilizer in H of a generic point in the
open H-orbit of G{P . Suppose P is the stabilizer of such a subspace W so that
the identity coset in G{P belongs to the open H-orbit on G{P . We have that
S “WS ‘W
K
S and T “WT ‘W
K
T , where K denotes the symplectic complement
in the spaces S and T respectively. Thus
V “ S ‘ T “WS ‘W
K
S ‘WT ‘W
K
T ,
and
W “ tw ` φpwq : w P WT u ĂWS ‘WT .
If pg1, g2q P SppSq ˆ SppT q stabilizes W , then for pv,wq PWS ‘WT “W we
have pg1v, g2wq P W , which implies g1v P WS and g2w P WT for all v P WS and
w PWT . Hence any elements in H which stabilize W must also stabilize WS and
WT . Let HS and HT be the subgroups of elements of SppSq and SppT q which
stabilize WS and WT respectively. Any elements of SppSq or SppT q stabilizing
WS or WT must also stabilize W
K
S or W
K
T respectively. Thus
H Ą HS ˆHT “ SppWSq ˆ SppW
K
S q ˆ SppWT q ˆ SppW
K
T q.
Now let HW be the subgroup of elements of HS ˆHT which stabilize W “
graphφ, i.e those pg1, g2q such that g1φpwq “ φpg2wq. The isomorphism φ induces
a symplectic form p¨, ¨q on W “ graphφ via
pw1 ` φpw1q, w2 ` φpw2qq :“ Bpw1, w2q “ ´Bpφpw1q, φpw2qq
for w1, w2 P T , and the set of elements of SppWSqˆSppWT q preserving this form
is a diagonally embedded subgroup SppW q Ă SppWSqˆSppWT q. Hence we have
HW “ SppW q ˆ SppW
K
S q ˆ SppW
K
T q.
The subgroup of elements of H stabilizing the point P in the open orbit of G{P
is then seen to be H X P “ HW . By Mackey theory,
π|H ą Ind
H
HW
ResPHW σ b ρ ¨ 1N .
Restriction to the stabilizer: Let us describe ResPHW σb ρ ¨ 1N . We may
choose the Levi subgroup M of P to be
M “ GLpW q ˆ SppWKS ‘W
K
T q.
With this choice, since SppW q Ă GLpW q and SppWKS q ˆ SppW
K
T q Ă SppW
K
S ‘
WKT q, σ restricts trivially to SppW
K
S q ˆ SppW
K
T q while ρ restricts trivially to
SppW q. Inducing in stages, we have
π|H ą Ind
H
HSˆHT
IndHSˆHTHW σ|SppW q b ρ|SppWKS qˆSppW
K
T
q
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“ IndHHSˆHT
´
Ind
SppWSqˆSppWT q
SppW q σ|SppW q
¯
b ρ|SppWK
S
qˆSppWK
T
q.
Induction in stages: If σ1 is any irreducible unitary representation weakly
contained in σ|SppW q, then by corollary 1 of [27], Ind
SppWSqˆSppWT q
SppW q σ
1 is supported
on tempered representations. By continuity of induction with respect to the Fell
topology, that means Ind
SppWSqˆSppWT q
SppWSq
σ|WS weakly contains a representation
γSbγT , where γS and γT are tempered unramified representations of SppWSq and
SppWT q respectively. Also, ρ|SppWK
S
qˆSppWK
T
q weakly contains a representation
ρSbρT , where ρS and ρT are irreducible unramified Arthur type representations
of SppWKS q and SppW
K
T q. Splitting the induction into the S and T parts, we
therefore have
π|H ą
´
Ind
SppSq
HS
γS b ρS
¯
b
´
Ind
SppT q
HT
γT b ρT
¯
. (3.1.2)
Applying the induction hypotheses for restriction to get the type of ρS and in-
duction from SppWSqˆSppW
K
S q to SppSq (similarly for T ), we can compute the
type of the representation (3.1.2). Restricting ρ to SppWKS q “ Sp2m´2a adds
2m´ a´ 2b to its type, and inducing further to SppSq subtracts a from its type
again resulting in a type xλi ` 2m´ p2a` 2bqy “ xλi ` 2m´ 2ny, which proves
lemma 3.1.1 in this case.
Case 2: Suppose a ă 2m ď 2pn ´ mq and a is odd. Let W be an a-
dimensional isotropic subspace of V “ S ‘ T . In the most generic case, the
projections WS and WT of W to S and T respectively are a-dimensional sub-
spaces, and we have an isomorphism φ : WT Ñ WS with graphpφq “ W with
Bpφpvq, φpwqq “ ´Bpv,wq as before. Since a is odd, the open H orbit corre-
sponds to those subspacesWS andWT with kernels of minimal dimension (in this
case 1). Thus we assume B|WS and B|WT have kernels KS and KT of dimension
1, and hence φpKSq “ KT .
Suppose P is the stabilizer of such a space W so that the identity coset in
G{P belongs to the open H orbit. Choose 1-dimensional isotropic spaces K 1S
and K 1T which complement KS and KT so that WS ‘ K
1
S and WT ‘ K
1
T are
nondegenerate a` 1-dimensional spaces. Let
S1 “ pWS ‘K
1
Sq
K,
T 1 “ pWT ‘K
1
T q
K,
US “ pKS ‘K
1
S ‘ S
1qK ĂWS,
UT “ pKT ‘K
1
T ‘ T
1qK ĂWT
where once again K denotes the symplectic complement either in S or in T for
those spaces as appropriate. We have
S “ US ‘KS ‘K
1
S ‘ S
1 and T “ UT ‘KT ‘K
1
T ‘ T
1.
By choosing K 1S and K
1
T appropriately, we have φpUT q “ US .
The stabilizer: As in the previous case, any elements of H that stabilize
W must stabilize WS and WT . Since elements of H preserve the bilinear form,
they must stabilize KS and KT as well. Let PS “ MSNS and PT “ MTNT be
the parabolic subgroups of SppSq and SppT q stabilizing KS and KT respectively.
Then PS ˆ PT is a parabolic subgroup H, and we have Levi subgroups
MS “ GLpKSq ˆ SppUS ‘ S
1q,
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MT “ GLpKT q ˆ SppUT ‘ T
1q.
and the unipotent radical NSˆNT of PSˆPT acts by the identity endomorphism
on KS ,KT , pUS ‘ KS ‘ S
1q{KS , pUT ‘ KT ‘ T
1q{KT , S{pUS ‘ KS ‘ S
1q, and
T {pUT ‘KT ‘ T
1q. It follows that NS ˆNT stabilizes WS and WT .
Let MH be the subgroup of elements of MS ˆMT which preserve φ. The iso-
morphism φ|UT : UT Ñ US induces a symplectic form on the a ´ 1-dimensional
space U :“ graphφ|UT ĂW , and the set of elements of SppUSqˆSppUT q preserv-
ing φ form a diagonally embedded subgroup SppUq. If K :“ graphφ|KT Ă W ,
then the set of elements of GLpKSq ˆGLpKT q preserving φ is a diagonally em-
bedded GLpKq subgroup. Since SppS1qˆSppT 1q acts by the identity on WS and
WT , we have
MH “ SppUq ˆGLpKq ˆ SppS
1q ˆ SppT 1q
Let NH be the subgroup of elements of NS ˆNT which preserve the isomor-
phism φ. The center ZpNS ˆ NT q “ ZpNSq ˆ ZpNT q of NS ˆ NT acts by the
identity on WS and WT , and so ZpNS ˆ NT q Ă NH . Since ZpNS ˆ NT q acts
trivially on WS ˆWT and NS ˆNT preserves WS ˆWT , the action of NS ˆNT
on WS ˆWT factors through pNS ˆNT q{ZpNS ˆNT q. We have
pNS ˆNT q{ZpNS ˆNT q – HompUS ‘ S
1,KSq ˆHompUT ‘ T
1,KT q
“ HompUS ,KSq ˆHompS
1,KSq ˆHompUT ,KT q ˆHompT
1,KT q.
The HompS1,KSq and HompT
1,KT q factors act by the identity on WS and WT
and so preserve φ, but the elements of HompUS ,KSq ˆ HompUT ,KT q that pre-
serve φ are a diagonally embedded subgroup N∆. We have
ZpNHq “ ZpNSq ˆ ZpNT q,
NH{ZpNHq “ HompS
1,KSq ˆHompT
1,KT q ˆN∆.
The stabilizer of the identity coset in G{P is then seen to be MHNH , and we
have
π|M 1 ą Ind
M 1
MHNH
ResPMHNH σ b ρb 1N .
Restriction to the stabilizer: We analyze this restriction. We may choose
M “ GLpW q ˆ SppK 1S ‘K
1
T ‘ S
1 ‘ T 1q “ GLpW q ˆ SppUKS ‘ U
K
T q.
Note that ZpNHq acts by the identity on W , and so
ZpNHq Ă SppK
1
S ‘K
1
T ‘ S
1 ‘ T 1qN.
Since M “ P {N , we may write
pSppUq ˆGLpKqqN∆ Ă GLpW q.
We realize pSppUq ˆ GLpKqqN∆ as a subgroup of the parabolic subgroup of
GLpW q of elements stabilizing K with Levi subgroup GLpUqˆGLpKq. Also, we
may write
SppS1qHompS1,KSqˆSppT
1qHompT 1,KT q Ă SppK
1
S ‘K
1
T ‘S
1‘ T 1qN{ZpNHq.
Hence we see σ restricts trivially to SppS1q, SppT 1q, ZpNHq, HompS
1,KSq, and
HompT 1,KT q, and ρ restricts trivially to SppUq, GLpKq, and N∆. Then we have
π|H ą Ind
H
MHNH
σ|pSppUqˆGLpKqqN∆ b ρ|pSppS1qˆSppT 1qqpNHXSppUKS ‘U
K
T
qq. (3.1.3)
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By lemma 2.2.1 and by continuity of restriction with respect to the Fell topology,
σ|pSppUqˆGLpKqqN∆ weakly contains a representation of the form τ ¨ 1N∆ , where
τ is an irreducible unramified Arthur type representation of SppUq ˆGLpKq.
Similarly, deforming the ρ action of NH XSppU
K
S ‘U
K
T qq to the trivial repre-
sentation as in the proof of lemma 2.2.1 tells us ρ|pSppS1qˆSppT 1qqpNHXSppUKS ‘U
K
T
qq
weakly contains a representation of the form ρS b ρT ¨1NHXSppUKS‘U
K
T
q such that
ρS and ρT are irreducible unramified Arthur type representations of SppS
1q and
SppT 1q. Therefore
π|H ą Ind
H
MHNH
τ b ρS b ρT ¨ 1NH . (3.1.4)
Induction in stages: Let us induce (3.1.4) in stages fromMHNH toMHpNSˆ
NT q. We may rewrite (3.1.4) as
IHMHpNSˆNT qτ b ρS b ρT ¨ 1NSˆNT b L
2pMHpNS ˆNT q{MHNHq.
Note that
MHpNS ˆNT q{MHNH – pHompUS ,KSq ˆHompUT ,KT qq{N∆.
Note that L2ppHompUS ,KSqˆHompUT ,KT qq{N∆q – L
2pN∆q as a HompUS ,KSqˆ
HompUT ,KT q representation. We see that
L2ppHompUS ,KSq ˆHompUT ,KT qq{N∆q|HompUS ,KSq – L
2pHompUS ,KSqq
ą 1HompUS ,KSq
since HompUS ,KSq is abelian, and this is similar on the T side. Thus
L2ppHompUS ,KSq ˆHompUT ,KT qq{N∆q – L
2pN∆q
weakly contains the trivial representation of HompUS ,KSq ˆ HompUT ,KT q. It
follows that we now have
π|H ą Ind
H
MH pNSˆNT q
τ b ρS b ρT ¨ 1NSˆNT .
Once again by corollary 1 of [27], Ind
SppUSqˆGLpKSqˆSppUT qˆGLpKT q
SppUqˆGLpKq τ weakly
contains a representation of the form γUS b γKS b γUT ˆ γKT , where each of the
γ representations are tempered unramified representations of their respective
groups. Then
π|H ą
´
Ind
SppSq
pGLpKSqˆSppUSqˆSppS1qqNS
γKS b γUS b ρS ¨ 1NS
¯
b
´
Ind
SppT q
pGLpKT qˆSppUT qˆSppT 1qq
γKT b γUT b ρT ¨ 1NT
¯
.
We focus just on the S part for now as the T part will be similar. By inducing
in stages, we see that
π|SppSq ą Ind
SppSq
PS
γKS b
´
Ind
SppUS‘S
1q
SppUSqˆSppS1q
γUS b ρS
¯
¨ 1NS
We now have enough information to compute the type of this representation.
Since ρS ă ρ|SppS1q, using the induction hypothesis for restriction on ρ, if xλiy is
the type of ρ, then ρS has type xλi ` 2m ´ pa ` 1q ´ 2by. Using the induction
hypothesis for induction from SppUSqˆSppS
1q “ Spa´1ˆSp2m´a`1 to SppUS‘
S1q subtracts a further a´ 1 from the type resulting in a type of xλi` 2m´ 2ny,
which proves lemma 3.1.1 in this case.
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Remark 3.1.5. The orthogonal group version of case 2 is much more similar to
case 1 here. No unipotent radical appears in the H-stabilizer of a point in the
open orbit of G{P , but instead when a is odd we end up with induction from
a product of odd orthogonal groups. We briefly sketch the argument. After
handling the diagonal induction, the restriction to OpSq would weakly contain
something like
IndO2mO2m´aˆOa ρ|O2m´a b γ,
where γ is tempered. We may avoid solving this odd orthogonal induction prob-
lem by replacing γ with L2pOaq, which does not change the type for the induced
representation above since γ ă L2pOaq and L
2pOaq has unramified spectrum con-
centrated on Arthur type representations of type x1, . . . , 1y. Then since L2pOaq
is induced from the trivial group. We can then induce up to O2m´a`1, and using
proposition E.2.5 of [2], we will have a representation of the form
IndO2mO2m´a`1 ρ|O2m´a`1 b L
2pO2m´a`1{O2m´aq.
The irreducible constituents of L2pO2m´a`1{O2m´aq are described in [11] as theta
lifts from tempered representations of Sp2, so by proposition 2.1.3 it is of type
x2m ´ a ´ 2, 1, 1, 1y. Then using the induction hypothesis for tensor product
and induction from O2m´a`1 to O2m, we may compute the type of the O2m-
representation to obtain the desired result.
Case 3: Suppose 2m ă a ď 2pn ´ mq. Suppose W is an a-dimensional
isotropic subspace of V . In this most generic case, the projection of W to S is
all of S and the projection WT of W to T is an a-dimensional space. The kernel
KT “ W XWT of the projection of W to T is an a´ 2m-dimensional isotropic
subspace of WT . The space W defines the graph of a surjection φ : WT Ñ S
with Bpφpvq, φpwqq “ ´Bpv,wq and KT “ kerφ, which induces an isomorphism
WT {KT
„
ÝÑ S. It’s clear that the collection of such subspaces forms an open M 1
orbit and even an open SppT q orbit in G{P. Suppose P is the stabilizer of such
a subspace.
We first note that the restriction of IndGP σ b ρ b 1N to SppSq is tempered.
Essentially, if we carry out the same procedure as in the first two cases, the
stabilizer of W in M 1 will contain a copy of SppSq which is diagonally embedded
in SppSqˆSppT q, and upon inducing this, we will get a tempered representation
of SppSq by corollary 1 of [27]. For this case then, we will focus just on the
stabilizer in SppT q of W . Indeed, the SppT q factor already acts with open orbit
on G{P .
Choose an a ´ 2m-dimensional isotropic space K 1T which complements KT
so that WT ‘ K
1
T is a 2a ´ 2m-dimensional non-degenerate space. Let T
1 “
pWT ‘K
1
T q
K and UT “ pKT ‘K
1
T ‘T
1qK so thatWT “ UT ‘KT .We may realize
the Levi subgroup of P as M “ GLpW q ˆ SppT 1q.
The stabilizer: The set of elements of SppT q that stabilizeW must stabilize
WT and hence the kernel KT . Let PK be the parabolic subgroup of elements
of SppT q stabilizing KT . It has Levi subgroup MK “ GLpKT q ˆ SppUT ‘ T
1q
and unipotent radical NK . Since PK acts trivially on S, the only elements of
PK which preserve φ are those which stabilize KT and act by the identity on
WT {KT – UT .
Of course the GLpKT q factor ofMK is in this stabilizer. The only elements of
SppUT‘T
1q acting trivially on UT are precisely the elements of SppT
1q. Since NK
acts trivially on KT and UT ‘ T
1{KT , all of NK will preserve φ. The stabilizer
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of φ in SppT q is then seen to be pGLpKT q ˆ SppT
1qqNK . By Mackey theory, we
have
π|SppT q ą Ind
SppT q
pGLpKT qˆSppT 1qqNK
ResPpGLpKT qˆSppT 1qqNK σ b ρ ¨ 1N .
Restriction to the stabilizer: Since ρ is already a representation of SppT 1q,
it has trivial GLpKT q and NK actions, and then of course σ acts trivially by el-
ements of SppT 1q. We have
π|SppT q ą Ind
SppT q
pGLpKT qˆSppT 1qqNv
σ|GLpKT qNK b ρ.
Induction in stages: We must try to obtain a trivial action on NK . Note
that ZpNKq acts trivially on WT , and so σ acts trivially by elements of ZpNKq.
Since NK stabilizes WT and its center acts trivially, the NK action factors
through NK{ZpNKq. We have
NK{ZpNvq – HompUT ‘ T
1,KT q “ HompUT ,KT q ˆHompT
1,KT q,
and since HompT 1,KT q acts trivially on WT , the σ action by elements of N
factors through ZpNKq to HompUT ,KT q.
Let PW “ MWNW be the parabolic subgroup of GLpW q stabilizing KT Ă
W . For any complement UW to KT in W , we may realize MW as GLpKT q ˆ
GLpUW q and NW “ HompUW ,KT q – HompUT , NW q. With this identification,
we recognize σ|GLpKT qNK as the pullback of σ|GLpKT qNW via the trivial actions
on HompT 1,KT q and ZpNvq.
By Lemma 2.2.1, σ|GLpKT qNW weakly contains a representation of the form
σ1 ¨ 1NW , where σ|GLpKT q ą σ
1. Then by inducing in stages, we have
π|SppT q ą Ind
SppT q
pGLpKT qˆSppT 1qqNK
σ1 b ρ ¨ 1NK
“ Ind
SppT q
PK
σ1 b
´
Ind
SppUT‘T q
SppUT qˆSppT q
L2pSppUT qqb ρ
¯
¨ 1NK
We apply the induction hypothesis for induction from SppUT q ˆ SppT q to
SppUT ‘ T q and the restriction result for the GL case to get the types of
Ind
SppUT‘T q
SppUT qˆSppT q
L2pSppUT qq b ρ and σ
1 respectively. In particular, if xλiy is the
type of ρ, then inducing from SppUT q ˆ SppT q “ Sp2m ˆ Sp2b to Sp2m`2b re-
sults in a type of xλi ´ 2my, and if xτiy is the type of σ, then restricting from
GLpW q “ GLa to GLpKT q “ GLa´2m results in a type of xτi´2my. In the end,
we obtain the type xλi´ 2my‘ 2xτi´ 2my for π|SppT q, which proves lemma 3.1.1
in this case (replacing 2m in the claim with 2n´ 2m since we are restricting to
SppT q “ Sp2n´2m instead of SppSq “ Sp2m).
This concludes the proof of lemma 3.1.1.
3.2 Restriction from Sp2n to GLn
In this section, we will prove the following subcase of proposition 1.3.1.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let M “ GLaˆSp2b be a Levi subgroup of a parabolic subgroup
P of G “ Sp2npQpq, and suppose π “ Ind
G
P σ b ρ ¨ 1 is an unramified Arthur
type representation of the form (1.2.3), where σ is an unramified Arthur type
representation of GLa and ρ is a unipotent unramified Arthur type representation
of Sp2b. If xλiy is the type of π, then π|GLn weakly contains an unramified Arthur
type representation of type xλi ´ n´ 1y.
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Proof. The GLn Siegel Levi subgroup can be realized as the stabilizer of an
isotropic splitting V “ X ‘X˚ of a 2n-dimensional symplectic space V , where
dimX “ dimX˚ “ n, and the subgroup P will be the stabilizer of an a-
dimensional isotropic subspace Y (here P “ MN with M “ GLa ˆ Sp2bq.
In the most generic case, the projections WY and W
˚
Y of Y to X and X
˚ re-
spectively should be a-dimensional subspaces, and Y should be the graph of an
isomorphism φ :W ˚Y ÑWY .
The stabilizer: Clearly any elements of GLpXq which stabilize Y must
stabilize both WY and W
˚
Y . Let P
1 “ M 1N 1 be the parabolic subgroup of
GLpXq consisting of elements which stabilize WY . Choose complements U and
U˚ to WY and W
˚
Y respectively so that X “WY ‘ U and X
˚ “W ˚Y ‘ U
˚, and
thus V “WY ‘ U ‘ U
˚ ‘W ˚Y . We have
M “ GLpY q ˆ SppU ‘ U˚q
M 1 “ GLpWY q ˆGLpUq,
and N 1 is the set of elements of GLpXq which act by the identity on WY and
X{WY . Here the GLpUq factor of M
1 is realized as a Siegel Levi subgroup of
SppU ‘ U˚q.
Observe that WY ‘ W
˚
Y is a 2a-dimensional symplectic space. Since the
elements of GLpXq which stabilize Y must stabilize this symplectic space they
must also stabilize the elements of pWY ‘W
˚
Y q
K “ U‘U˚. No nontrivial elements
of N 1 stabilize U ‘ U˚, so no elements of N 1 will be in the GLpXq-stabilizer of
Y .
Consider now the isomorphism φ. Since Y “ graphφ is isotropic, for all
x, y P W ˚Y we have
0 “ xx` φpxq, y ` φpyqy “ xx, φpyqy ´ xy, φpxqy,
where x¨, ¨y denotes the symplectic form on W . Thus px, yq “ xx, φpyqy defines
a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on W ˚Y , and similarly on WY and Y .
Thus the set of elements of GLpWY q stabilizing φ is the set of elements stabilizing
p¨, ¨q, which is an orthogonal group denoted OpY q “ GLpY q XGLpWY q.
TheGLpXq-stabilizer of the point P in the open orbit ofG{P is thenGLpUqˆ
OpY q. By Mackey theory, we have
ResSp2nGLn Ind
Sp2n
P σ b ρ ą Ind
GLn
GLpUqˆOpY qRes
P
GLpUqˆOpY q σ b ρ.
Restriction to the stabilizer: In this case, the restriction to the stabilizer
is easy to describe. Because GLpUq induces the identity endomorphism on Y ,
the representation of σ to GLpUq is trivial. Meanwhile, ρ is a representation of
Sp2b “ SppU ‘ U
˚q, so ρ restricts trivially on OpY q. Then, we simply have to
consider
IndGLnOaˆGLb σ|Oa ˆ ρ|GLb .
Induction in stages: Here GLb occurs as the Siegel Levi subgroup of Sp2b.
Using the induction hypothesis for restriction to a GLb, restricting ρ will have
its type reduced by b ` 1. We induce through the Levi subgroup GLa ˆ GLb
(this results in a tempered representation of GLa using the induction from Oa to
GLa case) and using the result of Venkatesh to induce from the Levi subgroup
GLa ˆ GLb of GLn, the type will be further reduced by a. Thus we will get a
reduction of the type of ρ by a` b` 1 “ n` 1, which proves lemma 3.2.1.
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Remark 3.2.2. In the orthogonal case, instead of Oa we get either H “ Spa if a
is even or a stabilizer of a degenerate skew-symmetric form with one-dimensional
kernel if a is odd, which will be a subgroup H “ pGL1ˆSpa´1qNH of a parabolic
subgroup PHpGL1 ˆGLa´1qNH of GLa. This weakly contains a representation
which is trivial on NH by lemma 2.2.1, we may take the action on the unipotent
radical NH to be trivial, so we can induce in stages up to GLa from there through
the parabolic.
If σ is one-dimensional, the induction IndGLaH 1H “ L
2pGLa{Hq is not tem-
pered. Instead,
• If a is even so that H “ Spa, then L
2pGLa{Hq has type x2, . . . , 2y
• If a is odd so that H “ pGL1 ˆ Spa´1qNH , then
L2pGLa{Hq “ Ind
GLa
PH
1GL1 b L
2pGLa´1{Spa´1q ¨ 1NH
has type x1, 2, . . . , 2y.
However, this does not matter as long as b ą 0, since inducing from the Levi
subgroup GLa ˆGLb to GLn will subtract a further b from this type, reducing
it to x1, . . . , 1y.
If b “ 0 however so that GLa “ GLn is a Levi subgroup of O2n, then π has
type xn, ny, and
π|GLn “ has type
#
x2, . . . , 2y if n is even
x1, 2, . . . , 2y if n is odd
.
This accounts for the equality case for the exception in theorem 1.2.1 (3).
3.3 Restriction from GL2n to Sp2n
In this section, we will prove the following sub-case of proposition 1.3.1
Lemma 3.3.1. Let M “ GLλ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆGLλk be a Levi subgroup for a parabolic
subgroup P “ MN of GL2npQpq, where 2n “
ř
i λi, and let π “ Ind
GLn
P χ1 b
. . . χk ¨ 1N be an unramified principal series Arthur type representation of GL2n
of type xλ1, . . . , λky where the χi are unramified characters. Suppose λk is the
largest number in the type. Then π|Sp2n weakly contains an Arthur type repre-
sentation of type x2λk ´ 2n` 1, 1, . . . , 1y, except if k “ 2, in which case the type
is xλ2 ´ λ1 ` 1, 2, . . . , 2y if λ1, λ2 are even or xλ2 ´ λ1` 1, 1, 1, 2, . . . , 2y if λ1, λ2
are odd.
Proof. We argue by induction: assuming the result holds true for GL2m for
m ă n. Let m “ λ1`¨ ¨ ¨`λk´1. By inducing in stages, we may find a parabolic
subgroup P 1 “ pGLλ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ GLλk´1qN
1 of GLm and a parabolic subgroup
P 2 “ pGLm ˆGLλkqN
2 of GLn and take
σ “ IndGLmP 1 χ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨b χk´1 ¨ 1N 1
so that
π “ IndGLnP 2 σ b χk ¨ 1N2.
The set G{P 2 can be identified with the set of all m-dimensional subspaces of
a 2n-dimensional vector space V . After fixing a nondegenerate skew-symmetric
form p¨, ¨q on V , the subgroup Sp2n Ă GL2n is the stabilizer of this form, and
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Sp2n acts with open orbit on G{P
2. The open orbit corresponds to those m-
dimensional spaces which are as nondegenerate as possible. We may assume P 2
is the stabilizer of such a space W . There are two cases to consider: whether m
is even or m is odd.
Case 1: Suppose m is even. Then λk “ 2n´m is even as well. In the most
nondegenerate case, W is an m-dimensional symplectic space. The stabilizer in
Sp2n “ SppV q of this space is SppW q ˆ SppW
Kq. By Mackey theory,
π|SppV q – Ind
SppV q
SppW qˆSppWKq
σ|SppW q b χk|SppWKq.
Suppose first that σ is not one-dimensional. By the induction hypothesis, σ|Spm
has no numbers larger than λk in its type. Applying the induction hypothesis
for induction for induction from Sp2a ˆ Sp2b to Sp2a`2b the type of π|SppV q is
x1, . . . , 1y if m ě λk or
xλk ´m` 1, 1, . . . , 1y “ x2λk ´ 2n` 1, 1, . . . , 1y
otherwise.
If σ is one-dimensional, then this means k “ 2, and we have λ2 ě λ1. In that
case, applying the induction hypothesis for induction from Spλ1 ˆSpλ2 to Sp2n,
we obtain the type
xλ2 ´ λ1 ` 1, 2, . . . , 2y
as desired.
Case 2: Suppose m is odd. In the most nondegenerate case, p¨, ¨q when
restricted toW has a one-dimensional kernelK. Choose an isotropic complement
K 1 to K so that W ‘ K 1 is an m ` 1-dimensional nondegenerate space. Let
W 1 “ pW ‘KqK and U “ pW 1 ‘K ‘K 1qK ĂW. We have the decomposition
V “ U ‘K ‘K 1 ‘W 1.
The set of elements of SppV q stabilizing W must stabilize K. Let PS be the
parabolic subgroup of SppV q of elements stabilizing K. We have a Levi subgroup
MS “ GLpKq ˆ SppU ‘ W
1q. The elements of MS which stabilize W are a
subgroup GLpKq ˆ SppUq ˆ SppW 1q. The unipotent radical NS of PS acts
trivially on K and pU ‘ W 1q{K, and hence it stabilizes W “ U ‘ K. The
stabilizer of a point in the open Sp2n orbit of G{P
2 is then seen to be
pGLpKq ˆ SppUq ˆ SppW 1qqNS .
Here χk is a representation of GLpK
1 ‘W 1q, and so it restricts trivially to the
SppUq factor. Since χk factors through the determinant, it restricts trivially
to NS as well. The representation σ of GLpW q restricts trivially to the SppUq
factor. Then
π|SppV q – Ind
SppV q
pGLpKqˆSppUqˆSppW 1qqNS
σ|pGLpKqˆSppUqqNS b χk|GLpKqˆSppW 1q.
The center ZpNSq of NS acts trivially on W , and so the action of σ|NS factors
through the center. We have
NS{ZpNSq – HompU,Kq ˆHompW
1,Kq.
Since σ acts trivially viaW 1, the action of σ is confined to the HompU,Kq factor.
Note that pGLpKqˆGLpUqqHompU,Kq is a parabolic subgroup of GLpW q. By
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lemma 2.2.1, σ|pGLpKqˆGLpUqqHompU,Kq weakly contains a representation of the
form σK b σU ¨ 1HompU,Kq such that σ|GLpKqˆGLpUq ą σK b σU . It follows that
π|SppV q ą Ind
SppV q
pGLpKqˆSppUqˆSppW 1qqNS
σU |SppUqbpσKbχk|GLpKqqbχk|SppW 1q ¨1NS .
Let π1 “ Ind
SppU‘W 1q
SppUqˆSppW 1q
σU |SppUq b χk|SppW 1q. By inducing in stages, we have
π|SppV q ą IndPS π
1
b pσK b χk|GLpKqq ¨ 1NS .
This is parabolic induction from which we can read the type of the representation
once we compute the type of π1. Suppose first that σ is not one-dimensional. By
the induction hypothesis, σU |SppUq does not contain any numbers in its type
larger than λk. Then by the induction hypothesis for induction from Sp2aˆSp2b
to Sp2a`2b, the type of π
1 is x1, . . . , 1y if m´ 1 ě λk or
xλk ´m` 1, 1, . . . , 1y “ x2λk ´ 2n` 1, 1, . . . , 1y
otherwise. Then π has type x2λk ´ 2n` 1, 1, . . . , 1y.
If σU is one-dimensional, which is only possible if σ is one-dimensional, then
k “ 2 and since λ1 ď λ2, the type of π
1 is xλ2 ´ λ1 ` 1, 2, . . . , 2y. Then the type
of π is xλ2 ´ λ1 ` 1, 1, 1, 2, . . . , 2y as desired. This concludes the proof of lemma
3.3.1.
Remark 3.3.2. In the case of restriction from GL2n to O2n, for case 2 above
withm odd,W is anm-dimensional nondegenerate space. In that case, following
the notation of the proof,
π – Ind
OpV q
OpW qˆOpWKq
σ|OpW q b χk|OpWKq.
Knowing the type of this representation necessitates solving the problem of in-
duction from Op2a` 1q ˆOp2b` 1q to Op2a` 2b` 2q. This is solvable using the
boundary degeneration techniques of chapter 5 without needing to solve the rest
of the odd orthogonal group problems. We omit the argument in this case.
3.4 Tensor product with an induced representation
In this section, we will prove the following sub-case of proposition 1.3.1.
Lemma 3.4.1. Let M “ GLm ˆ Sp2pn´mq be a Levi subgroup for the parabolic
subgroup P “ MN of G “ Sp2npQpq, and suppose π “ Ind
G
P σ b ρ ¨ 1N is
unramified Arthur type representation of the form (1.2.3), where σ is an unram-
ified Arthur type representation of GLm and ρ is a unipotent unramified Arthur
type representations of Sp2b. Suppose that π
1 is another unramified Arthur type
representation of Sp2n of any type.
If xλiy and xτiy are the respective types of π and π
1, then πbπ1 weakly contains
an unramified Arthur type representation of type xλi ` τj ´ p2n ` 1qy.
Proof. This proof will be quite short as we have already done most of the work
in section 2.2. By proposition E.2.5 of [2],
π1 b π “ π1 b IndGP σ b ρ ¨ 1N “ Ind
G
P pπ
1|P b pσ b ρ ¨ 1N qq.
By lemma 2.2.1, π1|P weakly contains a representation of the form σ
1 b ρ1 ¨ 1N ,
where σ1 and ρ1 are irreducible unramified Arthur type representations of GLm
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and Sp2pn´mq respectively. By continuity of induction with respect to the Fell
topology,
π1 b π ą IndGP pσ b σ
1qb pρb ρ1q ¨ 1N .
Recall that in the induction hypothesis for proposition 1.3.1, we are assuming
the restriction results on Sp2n in order to show the tensor product result on
Sp2n (while the restriction results themselves use the tensor product on Sp2m
for m ă n). By continuity of restriction with respect to the Fell topology,
π1|GLm ą σ
1 and π1|Sp2pn´mq ą ρ
1. Thus the induction hypothesis tells us that
the type of σ1 is xτi`m´ p2n` 1qy while the type of ρ
1 is xτi` 2pn´mq ´ 2ny.
Let xsiy and xriy be the types of σ and ρ so that
xλiy “ xriy ‘ 2xsiy.
Applying the tensor product result of Venkatesh [27] (alternately Lapid and
Rogawski [20]) for the tensor product on GLm and the induction hypothesis for
tensor product on Sp2pn´mq, we compute the types of σ b σ
1 and ρb ρ1 to be
xsi ` τj ´ p2n ` 1qy and xri ` τj ´ p2n ` 1qy
respectively. After parabolically inducing to G “ Sp2n, we see that the type
of π1 b π is xλi ` τj ´ p2n ` 1qy as desired. This concludes the proof of lemma
3.4.
Remark 3.4.2. In the case of G “ O2n and m “ n, there is one subtle case. We
have π “ IndGGLnN σ, where GLnN is a Siegel parabolic subgroup, and in this
case the type of π is xn, ny. Suppose that σ is one-dimensional and π1 has type
xτ1, τ2y with τ1 ď τ2. Then σ
1 ă π1|GLn has SL2 type given by the exceptional
case in theorem 1.2.1. In particular, σ1 has type xτ2 ´ p2n ´ 1q ` n, 2, . . . , 2y if
τ1, τ2 are odd or x2, . . . , 2y if τ1 “ τ2 “ n is even.
Since σ is one-dimensional, σbσ1 has the same type as σ1. Then the type of
π b π1 is
xτ2 ` n´ p2n ´ 1q, τ2 ` n´ p2n´ 1q, 2, . . . , 2y
if τ1, τ2 are odd or x2, . . . , 2y if τ1 “ τ2 “ n is even. This accounts for the equality
case for the exception in part (5) of theorem 1.2.1.
4 Restriction and tensor product part 2: the unipo-
tent cases
In the previous chapter, we showed how the restriction and tensor product cases
of proposition 1.3.1 can be obtained for Sp2n representations under the induc-
tion hypotheses that the results of the proposition hold for Sp2m when m ă n;
however, those proofs were only sufficient for non-unipotent representations, i.e.
those whose types do not consist solely of distinct odd numbers. Likewise, the
same was true for representations of O2n under the induction hypothesis that
proposition 1.3.1 holds for representations of O2m when m ă n for representa-
tions that don’t have only distinct odd numbers in their types.
In this chapter, we are using a slight modification of that induction hypothesis
which does not invalidate the inductive structure of the proof. To solve the Sp2n
case, we are assuming that both the Sp2m and O2m cases hold, and we do so
likewise for the O2n case. The reason for this is that we will be using theta
correspondence to move between symplectic and orthogonal groups.
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In the first section, we show how the restriction of a unipotent representation
of Sp2n to an Sp2a ˆ Sp2b subgroup reduces to a tensor product problem for a
lower rank orthogonal group. In the second section, we show how the restriction
of an Sp2n representation to GLn is either tempered or reduces to an induction
problem from O2m to GL2m for some m ă n. In the third section we show
how the tensor product of two unipotent representations of an orthogonal group
reduces to an induction problem for a lower rank symplectic group.
For each n, let ωn be a Weil representation for the dual pair pO2m, Sp2nq.
Let n “ a` b. Consider the following see-saw dual pair ([18] (2.4))
O2m ˆO2m Sp2n
O∆2m Sp2a ˆ Sp2b
where O∆2m is a diagonally embedded copy of O2m in O2m ˆ O2m. Then if we
consider ωn as the Weil representation for the dual pair pO
∆
2m, Sp2nq, we have
ωn|O∆
2mˆSp2aˆSp2b
– ωa|O∆
2mˆSp2a
b ωb|O∆
2mˆSp2b
.
We shall exploit this isomorphism several times in sections 4.1 and 4.3, and we
will use an analogous isomorphism for a different see-saw dual pair in section
4.2.
The main tools for this chapter come from section 2.3. In particular, we ref-
erence Li’s construction of the theta lift (theorem 2.3.2), the matrix coefficient
bounds for unipotent representations (proposition 2.3.6), and the theta corre-
spondence for unramified Arthur type representations (proposition 2.1.3). In
particular, recall that the theta lift of an unramified representation is nonzero.
4.1 Restriction from Sp2n to Sp2a ˆ Sp2b
In this section we will prove the following sub-case of proposition 1.3.1.
Lemma 4.1.1. Let xλiy be a partition of 2n` 1 consisting of distinct odd num-
bers, and suppose a ă n. There exists an unramified Arthur type representation
π of Sp2npQpq of type xλiy whose restriction to Sp2a weakly contains an unram-
fieed Arthur type representation of type xλi ` 2a´ 2ny.
Proof. The lemma is trivial for one-dimensional representations, so we assume
xλiy is not the trivial type. We write xλiy “ xλ1, . . . , λk, 2n ´ 2m ` 1y where
λ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λk ă 2n ´ 2m` 1 and 2m “ λ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λk. By corollary 2.1.4, there
exists an unramified Arthur type representation θpρq of Sp2n of type xλiy which
is a theta lift from an unramified Arthur type representation ρ of O2m of type
xλ1, . . . , λky. Let n “ a`b for some positive integers a and b. We wish to analyze
θpρq|Sp2aˆSp2b and show that its Arthur type reduces to a problem about ρ. We
may assume a ď b. We have three cases to consider:
(1) When m ă a ď b, we will show that θpρq|Sp2a weakly contains a representa-
tion theta lifted from a tempered representation of O2m.
(2) When a ď m ă b, we will show that θpρq|Sp2a is tempered (type x1, . . . , 1y).
We will choose a particular unramified tempered representation τ of Sp2a
and let θapτq be its theta lift to O2m. Then for an unramified representation
σ weakly contained in θpτqb ρ, we will show that its theta lift θbpσq to Sp2b
is weakly contained in θpρq|Sp2b . This is the only case that uses the induction
hypothesis (for tensor product).
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(3) When a ď b ď m, we will show that θpρq|Sp2aˆSp2b is tempered.
Case 1: Suppose m ă a ď b. According to the result of Sakellaridis [25],
representations weakly contained in ωb|O2m are tempered, and hence so are those
contained in ωb|O2m b ρ. Then let τ be an unramified representation weakly
contained in ωb|O2m b ρ (recall that tempered representations are automatically
of Arthur type by theorem 1.1.1). Since τ is tempered and unramified, it has
nonzero theta lift θapτq by proposition 2.1.3 and may be understood using Li’s
construction [21] of the theta lift as we discussed in section 2.3. We claim
θpρq|Sp2a ą θapτq.
Note that in this case, the type of θpρq has the entry 2n´ 2m` 1, and any other
entries are less than or equal to 2m ´ 1, so the predicted type for θpρq|Sp2a is
x2a´2m`1, 1, . . . , 1y, which is the type of θapτq. The case of restriction to Sp2b
will be similar.
Denote by Ya and Yb the spaces for ωa and ωb and Hρ the space of ρ. By
Li’s construction, the diagonal matrix coefficients of θpρq|Sp2aˆSp2b associated to
pure tensors φa b φb b v P Ya b Yb bHρ may be expressed in the form
pga, gbq ÞÑ
ż
O2m
xωapgahqφa, φayxωbpgbhqφb, φbyxρphqv, vydh.
By restricting θpρq further to Sp2a, the diagonal matrix coefficients of θpρq|Sp2a
associated to pure tensors can be then expressed in the form
Fφa,φb,vpgaq “
ż
O2m
xωapgahqφa, φayxωbphqφb, φbyxρphqv, vydh.
The diagonal matrix coefficients of θapτq associated to pure tensors on the other
hand are of the form
Gφa,v1pgaq “
ż
O2m
xωapgahqφa, φayxτphqv
1, v1ydh.
Let Qa be a compact subset of Sp2a. We wish to approximate the functions
Gθa,v1 with finite sums of functions Fφa,φb,v uniformly on Qa. We will however
first refine our approach. Recall lemma F.1.3 of [2] which states that in order to
show weak containment, we need only show that the Gφa,v1 for φa b v
1 in some
total subset of Ya bHτ can be approximated, where Hτ is the space of τ .
In particular, let K be a maximal compact subgroup of O2m. Since K-finite
vectors are dense in Hτ , we let V be the subset of Ya b Hτ consisting of pure
tensors φa b v
1
µ with v
1
µ a unit vector in some K-type µ of τ.
We may approximate the diagonal matrix coefficients of τ with those of
ωb|O2m b ρ on compact subsets of O2m. Even better, by proposition F.1.4 of [2],
since τ is irreducible, we may drop the finite sum requirement and approximate
the diagonal matrix coefficients of τ associated to unit vectors with those of
ωb|O2m b ρ directly uniformly on compacta.
Let C1 Ă C2 Ă . . . be compact subsets of O2m such that O2m “
Ť
i Ci. Then
for each i there exists a vector φbi b vi of unit norm such that
|xτphqv1µ, v
1
µy ´ xωbphqφbi , φbiyxρphqvi, viy| ă
1
i
for all h P Ci (for the sake of simplicity, we assume that φbi b vi is a pure
tensor, but the argument works out fine without this assumption; we just end
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up with a finite sum of matrix coefficients associated to pure tensors instead).
It immediately follows that Fiphq :“ xωbphqφbi , φbiyxρphqvi, viy Ñ xτphqv
1
µ, v
1
µy as
iÑ 8 for all h P O2m. We may refine this estimate a bit. Let eµ be the central
idempotent in L1pKq corresponding to the K-type µ. As Howe notes in Chapter
6 of his paper [16],
peµ ˚ Fi ˚ e
˚
µqphq “ xωbphqψbi , ψbiyxρphqwi, wiy,
where the ˚ operation denotes convolution over K, e˚µphq “ eµph
´1q, and ψbi “
ωbpeµqφbi wi “ ρpeµqvi are the projections of φbi and vi to the µ-isotypic sub-
spaces of ωb|O2m and ρ respecitvely. Since v
1
µ is already in Hµ, if we denote
F phq “ xτphqv1µ, v
1
µy, then we see that eµ ˚ F ˚ e
˚
µ “ F. Therefore we see that
F˜iphq :“ xωbphqψbi , ψbiyxρphqwi, wiy Ñ F phq for all h P O2m.
Next, recall Theorem 7.1 of [16], which says that since τ is tempered,
|F phq| ď pdimµq4 ¨ Ξphq,
where Ξ is Harish-Chandra’s Ξ function, which is an L2`ǫ function on O2m for
all ǫ ą 0. Lemma 6.2b of [16] tells us that because this estimate will hold for all
representations in the support of ωb|O2m b ρ, it also holds for the functions F˜i.
That is, for each i we have the estimate
|F˜iphq| ď }ψbi}
2}wi}
2pdimµq4Ξphq ď pdimµq4Ξphq
since the ψbi and wi are projections of unit vectors. Hence, the sequence F˜i
converges pointwise to F and is uniformly bounded by an L2`ǫ function. By
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem,
}F˜i ´ F }L2`ǫpO2mq Ñ 0
as iÑ8 for all ǫ ą 0.
Before we proceed with the final estimation for the matrix coefficients on the
compact subset Qa of Sp2a, we must take care of the φa part of the integral.
Note that by Theorem 3.2 of [21], for each fixed ga P Qa, the function Ggaphq “
xωapgahqφa, φay is in L
ppO2mq for p ą
2m
a
. Since m ă a, we may choose such a
p ă 2. Let C “ maxgaPQa }Gga}LppO2mq, which exists because Qa is compact and
matrix coefficients are continuous.
Finally, let 1
p
` 1
q
“ 1 so that q ą 2. we apply Ho¨lder’s inequality to see that
for all ga P Qa,
|pGφa,v1µ ´Fφa,ψbi ,wiqpgaq|
“
ˇˇˇˇż
O2m
xωpgahqφa, φaypxτphqv
1
µ, v
1
µy ´ xωbphqψbi , ψbiyxρphqwi, wiyqdh
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż
O2m
|GgaphqpF phq ´ F˜iphqq|dh
ď }Gga}p}F ´ F˜i}q
ď C}F ´ F˜i}q.
This approaches 0 as iÑ8; thus we have approximated the matrix coefficients
of θapτq in the total subset V with those of θpρq|Sp2a uniformly on Qa. Therefore
θapτq is weakly contained in θpρq|Sp2a. This proves lemma 4.1.1 in this case.
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Remark 4.1.2. There is an alternate way to prove case 1 of lemma 4.1.1. It is
possible using the argument of section 4.2 to show that if σa b σb is a tempered
representation of O2m ˆO2m weakly contained in Ind
O2mˆO2m
O2m
ρ, then
θpρq|Sp2aˆSp2b ą θapσaqb θbpσbq.
Case 2: Suppose a ď m ă b. By the result of Sakellaridis [25], ωa is sup-
ported on representations of the form τ b θapτq, where τ is a tempered represen-
tation of Sp2a and θapτq is its theta lift to O2m. Let τ be one unramified such rep-
resentation (which again is automatically of Arthur type). By proposition 2.1.3,
θapτq is an Arthur type unramified representation of type x2m´2a´1, 1, . . . , 1y.
Let σ be an unramified (Arthur type) representation weakly contained in
θapτq b ρ. By the induction hypothesis for tensor product on O2m, σ has type
xλ1 ´ 2a, . . . , λk ´ 2ay.
Let θbpσq be the theta lift of σ to Sp2b, which is nonzero and of type
xλ1 ´ 2a, . . . , λk ´ 2a, 2n ´ 2m´ 2a` 1y
by proposition 2.1.3. We claim
θpρq|Sp2aˆSp2b ą τ b θbpσq.
Observe that θbpσq has the type predicted by lemma 4.1.1. Also observe that
θbpσq may be constructed using Li’s construction by corollary 2.3.8.
As in the first case, the diagonal matrix coefficients of θpρq|Sp2aˆSp2b associ-
ated to pure tensors are of the form
Fφa,φb,vpga, gbq “
ż
O2m
xωapgahqφa, φayxωbpgbhqφb, φbyxρphqv, vydh.
The diagonal matrix coefficients of τ b θbpσq associated to pure tensors on the
other hand are of the form
Gv1,φb,vpga, gbq “ xτpgaqv
1, v1y
ż
O2m
xωbpgbhqφb, φbyxσphqv, vydh.
We wish to approximate the latter with finite sums of the former on a given
compact subset Qa ˆQb of Sp2a ˆ Sp2b.
Once again, let C1 Ă C2 Ă . . . be compact subsets of O2m such that O2m “Ť
iCi, and let V be the subset of unit pure tensors v
1 b φa b v P Hτ b Ya bHρ
such that v1 “ v1µ is an element of a K-type µ of τ and v “ vν is an element of a
K-type ν of ρ. As we noted in the first case, V is a total subset, and so it suffices
to show that we can approximate Gv1µ,φb,vν .
The diagonal matrix coefficients of θapτq b ρ are of the form
h ÞÑ xρphqv, vyxθapτqphqv
1, v1y.
Since σ is irreducible and weakly contained in θapτqbρ, this means that for each
i, there exists vi b v
1
i P Hρ b Hθapτq (again we use a pure tensor for simplicity
but it does not affect the argument) such thatˇˇ
xσphqvν , vνy ´ xρphqvi, viyxθapτqphqv
1
i, v
1
iy
ˇˇ
ă
1
2i
for all h P Ci.
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Now consider the matrix coefficients of τ b θapτq, which are of the form
Hv1,vpga, hq “ xτpgaqv
1, v1yxθapτqphqv, vy.
We may approximate these by the matrix coefficients of ωa. In particular, for
each i, we choose ψai for each i so thatˇˇ
xτpgaqv
1
µ, v
1
µyxθapτqphqv
1
i, v
1
iy ´ xωapgahqψai , ψaiy
ˇˇ
ă
1
2i
uniformly for ga P Qa and h P Ci. Let Fipga, hq “ xωapgahqψai , ψaiyxρphqvi, viy.
By the triangle inequality and exploiting the fact that all vectors involved are
unit vectors, we haveˇˇ
xσphqvν , vνyxτpgaqv
1
µ, v
1
µy ´ Fipga, hq
ˇˇ
ă
1
i
uniformly for ga P Qa and h P Ci , and thus Fi Ñ F :“ xσphqvν , vνyxτpgaqv
1
µ, v
1
µy
for ga P Qa (uniformly) and h P O2m (pointwise)
We now need to make a dominated convergence argument again in the same
way as in the previous case. Treat ga as fixed for now. Let eν P L
1pKq be
the central idempotent of ν. Then, convolving over K, eν ˚ Fipga, ¨q ˚ e
˚
ν Ñ
eν ˚ F pga, ¨q ˚ e
˚
ν “ F pga, ¨q for each ga P Qa. For each ga P Qa, let
F˜ipga, hq “ peν ˚ Fipga, ¨q ˚ e
˚
νqphq “ xωapgahqξi, ξiyxρphqwi, wiy,
where wi “ ωbpeνqvi and ξi “ ωapeνqpψaiq (note ωapeνq commutes with ωapgaq)
so that F˜i Ñ F pointwise in O2m and uniformly on Qa.
Keeping ga fixed, it’s clear that F˜i is a matrix coefficient of ωa|O2m b ρ.
Let us consider the Lp decay of its matrix coefficients so that we may apply
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem to find the values of p for which
}F˜i ´ F }LppO2mq Ñ 0 as iÑ8.
Recall that the result of Sakellaridis [25] says that all of the representations
in the spectrum of ωa|O2m are theta lifts of tempered representations of Sp2a. By
corollary 2.3.6, such a representation has K-finite matrix coefficients bounded by
a multiple of Ξ
a
m´1
O2m
, and lemma 6.2 of [16] says that then ωa|O2m has this bound as
well. Meanwhile, from corollary 2.3.6, ρ has K-finite matrix coefficients bounded
by a multiple of Ξ
n1
m´1
O2m
, where 2n1 “ 2m´ λk ´ 1 (recall λk is the largest number
in the type of ρ). Then F˜i is bounded by a multiple of Ξ a`n1
m´1
, where the multiple
in question depends on }ξi} ď 1 and }wi} ď 1 for all i.
Let p0 “
2pm´1q
n1`a . Then we’ve shown all F˜i are uniformly bounded by a func-
tion which is in LppO2mq for all p ą p0. By Lebesgue’s dominated convergence
theorem, we conclude }F˜i ´ F }LppO2mq Ñ 0 as i Ñ 8 for all p ą p0. Since
the convergence F˜i Ñ Fi was already uniform for ga P Qa, the convergence
}F˜i ´ F }LppO2mq Ñ 0 for p ą p0 is still uniform on Qa.
Recall from the proof of theorem 2.3.2 that ωb|O2m has matrix coefficients in
Lq for all q ą q0, where q0 “
2pm´1q
b
. Observe that
1
p0
`
1
q0
“
a` b` n1
2m´ 2
“
2n ` 2m´ λk ´ 1
4m´ 4
ą
4m´ 2
4m´ 4
ą 1
since 2n ´ 2m ` 1 ą λk. Then we may choose p ą p0 and q ą q0 such that
1
p
` 1
q
“ 1. By Ho¨lder’s inequality,
|Gv1µ,φb,vν pga, gbq ´Fξi,φb,wipga, gbq|
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“
ˇˇˇ ż
O2m
xωbpgbhqφb, φbyxτpgaqv
1
µ, v
1
µyxσphqvν , vνy
´ xωapgahqξi, ξiyxωbpgbhqφb, φbyxρphqwi, wiydh
ˇˇˇ
ď
ż
O2m
|xωbpgbhqφb, φbypF pga, hq ´ F˜ipga, hqq|dh
ď }xωbpgb¨qφb, φby}q ¨ }F pga, ¨q ´ F˜ipga, ¨q}p.
In the first factor, we may take the maximum over all gb P Qb to obtain a con-
stant multiple. In the second factor, since the Lp convergence was uniform in Qa,
that factor will tend to zero. Therefore θpρq|Sp2aˆSp2b weakly contains τ b θpσq.
This proves lemma 4.1.1 in this case.
Remark 4.1.3. In the case m “ a, we can’t use the construction of Li for θapτq
since the integral (2.3.1) does not converge, which is why we refrain from writing
out its matrix coefficients in terms of that construction and why we prove the
m “ a case in this part rather than in case 1, which relies on Li’s construction
throughout.
Case 3: Suppose a ď b ď m. In this case, θpρq|Sp2aˆSp2b contains only
tempered representations. Recall that the type of θpρq is xλ1, . . . , λk, 2n´2m`1y
with λ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λk ă 2n´ 2m` 1.
We calculate just the restriction to Sp2b since the restriction to Sp2a follows
by restricting in stages. Restricting first through the subgroup Sp2a ˆ Sp2b, the
matrix coefficients of θpρq|Sp2b look like finite sums of functions of the form
F pgq “
ż
O2m
xωbpghqφ, φyxωaphqψ,ψyxρphqv, vydh.
We will assume that we are working with smooth matrix coefficients only since
that is sufficient to show a representation is tempered. Recall from the proof of
proposition 2.3.4 that
xωbpghqφ, φy ď Cpφq ¨ ΞO2mphq
b
m´1 ¨ ΞSp2bpgq
m
b´1 ,
xωaphqψ,ψy ď Dpψq ¨ ΞO2mphq
a
m´1
for some constants Cpφq and Dpψq.
Suppose first that ρ is one-dimensional. Its matrix coefficients xρphqv, vy are
bounded by }v}2. Then 2m “ λk ` 1 ă 2n´ 2m` 1, so a` b “ n ą 2m we have
|F pgq| ď CpφqDpψq}v}2ΞSp2bpgq
m
b
ż
O2m
ΞO2mphq
b
m´1 ¨ ΞO2mphq
a
m´1 dh
“ CpφqDpψq}v}2ΞSp2bpgq
m
b
ż
O2m
ΞO2mphq
n
m´1dh.
Since n
m´1 ą 2, the O2m integral converges. Then }F }
p
LppSp2bq
is bounded by a
multiple of
ş
Sp2b
ΞSp2bpgq
pm
b dg. Since m ě b, this converges for all p ą 2. We
conclude θpρq|Sp2b is strongly L
p for p ą 2, and hence it is supported on tempered
representations by lemma 6.2 of [16].
Now suppose ρ is nontrivial so that ρ is an iterated theta lift from a one-
dimensional character. In that case by corollary 2.3.6, ρ has matrix coefficients
in Lp for p ą 2m´2
n1
, where
2m´ λk ´ 1 “ 2n
1 “ λ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λk´1
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(here ρ is theta lifted from a representation of Sp2n1), and we have the bound
xρphqv, vy ď Bpvq ¨ ΞO2mphq
n1
m´1
for some constant Bpvq. Then
|F pgq| ď BpvqCpφqDpψqΞSp2bpgq
m
b
ż
O2m
ΞO2mphq
b
m´1ΞO2mphq
a
m´1ΞO2mphq
n1
m´1 dh
“ BpvqCpφqDpψqΞSp2bpgq
m
b
ż
O2m
ΞO2mphq
n`n1
m´1 dh.
Since 2n ´ 2m` 1 ą λk, we have
2n` 2n1 “ 2n ` 2m´ λk ´ 1 ą 4m´ 2 ą 4pm´ 1q.
Then n`n
1
m´1 ą 2, so the O2m integral above converges. Similarly to the previous
case, we then conclude F P LppSp2bq when p ą 2, and so θpρq|Sp2b is supported
on tempered representations by lemma 6.2 of [16]. We conclude θpρq|Sp2b has
type x1, . . . , 1y in this case. This concludes the proof of lemma 4.1.1.
4.2 Restriction from Sp2n to GLn
In this section, we will prove the following sub-case of proposition 1.3.1.
Lemma 4.2.1. Let xλiy be a partition of 2n` 1 consisting of distinct odd num-
bers. There exists an unramified Arthur type representation π of Sp2npQpq of
type xλiy whose restriction to GLn weakly contains an unramfied Arthur type
representation of type xλi ´ n´ 1y.
Proof. The lemma is trivial in the one-dimensional case, so we may assume
xλiy is not the trivial type. We write xλiy “ xλ1, . . . , λk, 2n ´ 2m ` 1y, where
λ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λk ă 2n´ 2m` 1 and 2m “ λ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λk. By corollary 2.1.4, there
exists an unramified Arthur type representation θpρq of Sp2n of type xλiy which
is a theta lift from an unramified Arthur type representation ρ of O2m of type
xλ1, . . . , λky. We have two cases to consider.
(1) When 2m ă n, we will show θpρq|GLn weakly contains a representation
theta lifted from a tempered representation of GL2m. This will produce a
representation of type xn´2m, 1, . . . , 1y “ x2n´2m`1`n´p2n`1q, 1, . . . , 1y
as required.
(2) When 2m ě n, we will show θpρq|GLn is tempered.
Case 1: Suppose 2m ă n. In this case, θpρq is a low rank representation
and can be understood using Howe’s theory of low rank unitary representations
[16]. That is, if P “ pGLnqN Ă Sp2n is the Siegel parabolic, then θpρq|N is
supported on rank 2m characters. The GLn-stabilizer of rank 2m character of
N is a subgroup of the form
pO2m ˆGLn´2mqN
1 Ă P 1 “M 1N 1,
where P 1 is a parabolic subgroup of GLn with Levi subgroup M
1 “ GL2m ˆ
GLn´2m. From the proof of lemma 2.2.1, we have
θpρq|GLn ą Ind
GLn
pO2mˆGLn´2mqN 1
ρb 1GLn´2m ¨ 1N 1 .
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By inducing in stages,
θpρq|GLn ą Ind
GLn
P 1
´
IndGL2mO2m ρ
¯
b 1GLn´2m ¨ 1N 1 .
From the induction from O2m to GL2m case, we see that the type of this repre-
sentation is xn´ 2m, 1, . . . , 1y as desired.
Remark 4.2.2. In the case of restriction from O2n to GLn, where ρ is an
unramified unipotent Arthur type representation of Sp2m and θpρq is its lift to
O2n, the argument is largely the same but with one exceptional case. If ρ is one
dimensional, then IndGL2mSp2m ρ has type x2, . . . , 2y, so the final type is for θpρq|GLn
is xn´ 2m, 2, . . . , 2y.
Case 2: Suppose 2m ě n. We shall exploit the see-saw dual pair ([18] (2.23))
GL2m Sp2n
O2m GLn
.
Thus if ωH is a Weil representation for the dual pair pO2m, Sp2nq and ωG is a
Weil representation for the dual pair pGL2m, GLnq, then we have
ωH |O2mˆGLn “ ωG|O2mˆGLn .
Let ρ be a unipotent unramified Arthur type representation of O2m, and let θpρq
be its theta lift to Sp2n. This case is much easier than the previous case and is
similar to case 3 of section 4.1, as we will show θpρq|GLn weakly contains only
tempered representations.
Consider the diagonal matrix coefficients of θpρq. They are of the form
g ÞÑ
ż
O2m
xωHpghqφ, φyxρphqv, vydh,
but when restricted to GLn, using the see-saw dual pair identity, the matrix
coefficients of θpρq|GLn are of the form
F pgq “
ż
O2m
xωGpghqφ, φyxρphqv, vydh.
Recall from section 2.3 the bounds on the smooth matrix coefficients of the Weil
representation:
|xωGpghqφ, φy| ď ApφqΞGL2mphq
n
2m´1ΞGLnpgq
2m
n´1
|xωGpghqφ, φy| ď BpφqΞO2mphq
n
m´1ΞSp2npgq
2m
n
for all h P GL2m g P GLn in the first line or h P O2m and g P Sp2n in the second
line and for some constants Apφq and Bpφq. It follows from (22) of [21], (7.7) of
[16], and the fact that ωG|O2mˆGLn “ ωH |O2mˆGLn that we have the combined
estimate
|xωGpghqφ, φy| ď CpφqΞO2mphq
n
m´1ΞGLnpgq
2m
n´1 (4.2.3)
when h P O2m and g P GLn for some constant Cpφq.
Suppose for now that ρ is one-dimensional. Note |xρphqv, vy| ď }v}2 for all
h P O2m. Also our assumption that 2n ´ 2m ` 1 is the largest number in the
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type of ρ means 2n´ 2m` 1 ą 2m´ 1, so n ą 2m´ 1. Since in this case we are
assuming 2m ě n, the only possibility is n “ 2m. Then
|F pgq| ď }v}2 ¨ Cpφq ¨ ΞGLnpgq
2m
2m´1
ż
O2m
ΞO2mphq
2m
m´1 dh.
The integral converges since m ą m´ 1, and so |F pgq| is bounded by a multiple
of Ξ
2m
2m´1
GLn
. We conclude θpρq|GLn is tempered in this case.
Now suppose ρ is not one-dimensional so that ρ is itself a theta lift from a
representation of Sp2n1 , where 2n´2m`1 ą 2m´2n
1´1 (hence n1 ą 2m´n´1).
Recall that by corollary 2.3.6, we have the following bound for theK-finite matrix
coefficients of ρ:
|xρphqv, vy| ď Dpvq ¨ ΞO2mphq
n1
m´1 ,
where Dpvq is some constant. Hence we have
|F pgq| ď CpφqDpvq ¨ ΞGLnpgq
2m
n´1
ż
O2m
ΞO2mphq
n
m´1 ¨ ΞO2mphq
n1
m´1dh.
Note that n ` n1 ą 2m ´ 1 ą 2pm ´ 1q, and so the integral converges. Since
2m ě n ´ 1, the right side of the above inequality is in LppGLnq for all p ą 2.
We conclude once again θpρq|GLn is tempered. We have then shown θpρq|GLn
has type x1, . . . , 1y. This concludes the proof of lemma 4.2.1.
4.3 Tensor product of two unipotent representations
While most of the proofs have been done for Sp2n representations, here we do
it for O2m as a stylistic choice since the restriction of unipotent case reduced to
a tensor product on the orthogonal side. It is also more interesting in that the
exceptional case of theorem 1.2.1 arises on the orthogonal side. We will prove
the following sub-case of proposition 1.3.1.
Lemma 4.3.1. Let xλiy and xτiy be two partitions of 2m such that each partition
consists only of distinct odd numbers. There exist two unramified Arthur type
representations πa and πb of O2mpQpq of respective types xλiy and xτiy such that
πa b πb weakly contains an unramified Arthur type representation σ which is of
type xλi`τi´p2m´1qy, except in the case where the given partitions are xλ1, λ2y
and xτ1, τ2y in which case, assuming λ1 ď τ1 (so that τ1 ` λ2 ´ p2n´ 1q ą 0), σ
has type
xλ2 ` τ2 ´ p2n´ 1q, τ1 ` λ2 ´ p2n ´ 1q, 2, . . . , 2y.
Proof. For this proof, we return to the see-saw dual pair
Sp2a`2b O2m ˆO2m
Sp2a ˆ Sp2b O2m
∆ .
Assume λ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λk, τ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă τl, and let 2a “ 2m´λk´1 and 2b “ 2m´τl´1.
By corollary 2.3.8, we may take πa and πb to be theta lifts θpρaq and θpρbq from
unramified Arthur type representations ρa and ρb of Sp2a and Sp2b of types
xλ1, . . . , λk´1y and xτ1, . . . , τl´1y respectively. We may assume a ď b. We have
two cases to consider:
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(1) Suppose a` b ă m. In this case, we will show θpρaq b θpρbq weakly contains
a representation theta lifted from an unramified Arthur type representation
of Sp2a`2b. We will show this representation is of the correct type using the
induction hypothesis for induction from Sp2a ˆ Sp2b to Sp2a`2b.
(2) Suppose a` b ě m. In this case, we show θapρqb θbpρq weakly contains only
tempered representations.
Case 1: Suppose 2a` 2b ă 2m. Let σ be an unramified Arthur type repre-
sentation which is weakly contained in π “ Ind
Sp2a`2b
Sp2aˆSp2b
ρa b ρb, and let θpσq be
its (necessarily nonzero) theta lift to O2m. We claim
θpρq b θpτq ą θpσq.
Let G “ Sp2a`2b and H “ Sp2a ˆ Sp2b. For this proof, when we restrict a
representation of O2mˆO2m to O2m, it will be understood that we are restricting
to a diagonally embedded copy of O2m as in the see-saw dual pair. Let ρ “ ρabρb
and θpρq “ θpρaqb θpρbq so that σ ă Ind
G
H ρ and θpρq|O2m “ θpρaqb θpρbq; hence
we wish to show θpσq ă θpρq|O2m . Denote by ωG the Weil representation for the
dual pair pG,O2mq and ωH the Weil representation for pH,O2m ˆO2mq so that
ωG|HˆO2m “ ωH |HˆO2m . for each representation η in this section, Hη will denote
the space on which η acts.
Our proof will proceed as follows. We first verify that we may use Li’s
construction of the theta lift for θpσq and verify that it has the type predicted
in lemma 4.3.1. Next, we will construct a sequence of functions on G ˆ O2m
which pointwise approaches a diagonal matrix coefficient of ωG b σ. We will
then integrate this sequence over G to obtain a sequence of functions on O2m
which pointwise approaches (by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem) the
integral of the limit, which is a matrix coefficient for θpσq. It will then turn out
that each of these functions of O2m is a diagonal matrix coefficient for θpρq.
Finally, we will show uniform convergence on an arbitrary compact subset of
O2m. Hence we will have shown weak containment by approximation of diagonal
matrix coefficients uniformly on compacta.
Let us begin. By the induction hypothesis for induction from Sp2a ˆ Sp2b
to Sp2a`2b, which we may apply since 2a ` 2b ă 2m, the type of σ is xτ1 ´
2a, . . . , τl´1´ 2ay (or x2b´ 2a` 1, 2, . . . , 2y if k “ l “ 2). The largest number in
the type of σ then is maxtτl´1 ´ 2a, 1u (or 2 in the case k “ l “ 2 and a “ b),
and since 2a` 2b` 2 ď 2m and
2a` 2b` τl´1 ´ 2a “ 2m´ τl ` τl´1 ´ 1 ă 2m
since τl´1 ă τl, we may use Li’s construction for the theta lift of σ by theorem
2.3.2.
By proposition 2.1.3, the theta lift θpσq of σ to O2m is nonzero and an Arthur
type unramifed representation of type
xτ1 ´ 2a, . . . , τl´1 ´ 2a, 2m ´ p2a` 2bq ´ 1y
(or x2m´p2a`2bq´1, 2b´2a`1, 2, . . . , 2y if k “ l “ 2). Since 2a “ 2m´λk´1
and 2b “ 2m´ τk ´ 1, this produces a final type of
xτ1 ` λk ´ p2m´ 1q, . . . , τk ` λk ´ p2m´ 1qy
(or xλ2` τ2´ p2m´ 1q, λ2 ` τ1´ p2m´ 1q, 2, . . . , 2y if k “ l “ 2). Note that the
terms λi ` τj do not appear for i ă k because
λi ` τj ă 2a` 1` τl “ 2a` 2m´ 2b ď 2m
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since a ď b, and so θpσq has the type predicted in lemma 4.3.1.
By corollary 2.3.8, we may also use Li’s construction of the theta lift for θpρq.
A diagonal matrix coefficient for θpσq associated to a pure tensor is a function
of the form
x ÞÑ
ż
G
xωGpxgqφ, φyxσpgqv, vydg (4.3.2)
for x P GLn, φ P HωG , and v P Hσ. We wish to approximate this with diagonal
matrix coefficients of θpρq uniformly on compact subsets of O2m.
Recall by lemma F.1.3 of [2] that in order to show weak containment, we only
need to approximate the diagonal matrix coefficients of θpσq associated to vectors
in some total subset of Hθpσq. Recall from section 2.3 that Hθpσq “ pHωGbHσq{R
for some subspace R Ă HωGbHσ. Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G.
The set of pure tensors φb v with φ P HωG a unit K-finite vector and v P Hσ v
a unit vector in some K-type forms a total set in HωG bHσ, and hence the set
of pφb vqR with φ, v as above is total in Hθpσq. Thus we assume φ is a K-finite
unit vector and v is a unit vector in some K-type µ.
Let C1 Ă C2 Ă . . . be compact subsets of G “ Sp2a`2b such that G “
Ť
iCi.
By proposition F.1.4 of [2], since σ ă π “ IndGH ρ is irreducible and v is a unit
vector, for each i there exists ζi P Hπ such that
|xσpgqv, vy ´ xπpgqζi, ζiy| ă
1
2i
(4.3.3)
for all g P Ci. We wish to refine this estimate.
For f P C8c pGq, w P Hρ, and g P G, let
ξf,wpgq “
ż
H
fpghqρphqwdh.
By the proof of lemma E.1.3 in [2], the set
Hπ “ tξf,w : f P CcpGq, w P Hρu
is dense in Hπ. Then for each i, we may find fi P CcpGq and wi P Hρ such that
}ζi ´ ξfi,wi} ă
1
8i
.
Observe that since ζi is a unit vector, it follows that |1 ´ }ξfi,wi}| ă
1
8i
. This
then implies
}ζi ´ }ξfi,wi}
´1ξfi,wi} ă
1
4i
.
Note that if we let vi “ }ξfi,wi}
´1wi, then
}ξfi,wi}
´1ξfi,wi “ ξfi,}ξfi,wi }
´1wi “ ξfi,vi
is a unit vector. Since π is unitary, we then have
|xπpgqζi, ζiy ´ xπpgqξfi,vi , ξfi,viy| ď |xπpgqζi, ζi ´ ξfi,viy| ` |xπpgqpζi ´ ξfi,viq, ξfi,viy|
ď }ζi} ¨ }ζi ´ ξfi,vi} ` }ζi ´ ξfi,vi} ¨ }ξfi,vi}
ă
1
2i
.
It follows from (4.3.3) then that
|xσpgqv, vy ´ xπpgqξfi,vi , ξfi,viy| ă
1
i
(4.3.4)
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for all g P Ci. Recall that v belongs to a K-type µ. As in section 4.1, we may
project ξfi,vi to the µ-isotypic subspace of Hπ by convolving with the central
idempotent eµ over K, and the projected vectors will still have the convergence
(4.3.4). It’s easy to show by the Fubini-Tonelli theorem that such a projection
is still a vector in the set Hπ. Without changing notation then, we assume ξfi,vi
to belong to the K-type µ, and since projecting a vector does not increase its
norm, we have }ξfi,vi} ď 1.
For each g P G, x P O2m, and each i, let
Fipg, xq “ xωGpxgqφ, φyxπpgqξfi ,vi , ξfi,viy.
We have so far shown
Fipg, xq Ñ F pg, xq “ xωGpxgqφ, φyxσpgqv, vy
as iÑ8 pointwise in GˆO2m.
We now seek to establish dominated convergence for the sequence of integrals
of the Fi over G. From the proof of theorem 2.3.2, the induction from Sp2aˆSp2b
to Sp2a`2b case, and lemma 6.2 of [16], we know that π “ Ind
G
H ρ has K-finite
matrix coefficients bounded in absolute value by a multiple of ΞqG for some q
and that ωG|G has matrix coefficients bounded in absolute value by a multiple
of ΞpG for some p such that p` q ą 2. It follows for fixed x P O2m that Fipg, xq
has matrix coefficients bounded by a constant multiple of Ξp`qG , which is an
L1pGq function. The constant multiple in question depends on }ξi} ď 1, so it
is uniformly bounded in i. By Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, we
conclude ż
G
Fipg, xqdg Ñ
ż
G
F pg, xqdg
as iÑ8 for each x P O2m.
Recall that x ÞÑ
ş
G
F pg, xqdg is a matrix coefficient for θpσq. We will show
that x ÞÑ
ş
G
Fipg, xqdg is in fact a matrix coefficient for θpρq|O2m . First, observe
that Fipg, xq is a matrix coefficient for the GˆO2m-representation ωGb Ind
G
H ρ.
By proposition E.2.5 of [2] and using the see-saw dual pair identity,
ωG b Ind
G
H ρ – π
1 :“ IndGHpωG|HˆO2m b ρq “ Ind
G
HpωH |HˆO2m b ρq.
The isomorphism ωGbπ “ π
1 is given by the unitary map U : HωG bHπ Ñ Hπ1
defined by
Upθ b ξqpgq “ ωGpg
´1qθ b ξpgq.
We have ż
G
Fipg, xqdg “
ż
G
xπ1pg, xqUpφ b ξfi,viq, Upφ b ξfi,viqydg.
Observe for each x P O2m and g P G (cf. proof of F.3.5 in [2]),
xπ1pg, xqUpφ b ξfi,viq, Upφb ξfi,viqy
“
ż
G{H
xπ1pg, xqUpφ b ξfi,viqpyq, Upφ b ξfi,viqpyqydy
“
ż
G{H
xωGpy
´1gxqφ, ωGpy
´1qφy ¨ xξfi,vipg
´1yq, ξfi,vipyqydy
“
ż
G{H
ż
H
ż
H
fipg
´1yhqfipykqxωGpgxqφ, φyxρpk
´1hqvi, viydh dk dy
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“ż
G
ż
H
fipg
´1yhqfipyqxωGpgxqφ, φyxρphqvi, viydh dy.
Integrating over G and using the Fubini-Tonelli theorem, for each x P O2m we
haveż
G
Fipg, xqdg “
ż
G
ż
G
ż
H
fipg
´1yhqfipyqxωGpgxqφ, φyxρphqvi, viydh dy dg
“
ż
H
ż
G
ż
G
fipg
´1qfipyqxωGpyhgxqφ, φyxρphqvi, viydg dy dh
“
ż
H
Bż
G
fipg
´1qωGphgxqφdg,
ż
G
fipyqωGpy
´1qφdy
F
xρphqvi, viydh
“
ż
H
xωHpxhqΦi,Φiyxρphqvi, viydh
where Φi “
ş
G
fipg
´1qωGpgqφdg, and we have used the facts that x commutes
with G, ωG is unitary, and ωG|HˆO2m “ ωH |HˆO2m . We recognize the last line
as a diagonal matrix coefficient for θpρq|O2m . Therefore we have constructed a
sequence of matrix coefficients of θpρq|O2m converging pointwise to the matrix
coefficient (4.3.2) of θpσq.
We must show that the convergence
ş
G
Fipg, xqdg Ñ
ş
G
F pg, xqdx is uni-
form on compact subsets of O2m. Let Q Ă O2m be compact. Recall that
xπpgqξfi,vi , ξfi,viy is bounded by a multiple of Ξ
p
G and converges pointwise to
xσpgqv, vy. By Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, for any r ą 2
p
}xπp¨qξfi,vi , ξfi,viy ´ xσp¨qv, vy}LrpGq Ñ 0
as i Ñ 8. Also recall that ωG|G has matrix coefficients bounded by Ξ
q
G where
p` q ą 2, and so it has matrix coefficients in LrpGq for r ą 2
q
. Then p
2
` q
2
ą 1,
and hence there exists p0 ą
2
p
and q0 ą
2
q
with 1
p0
` 1
q0
“ 1. By Ho¨lder’s
inequality,ˇˇˇˇż
G
Fipg, xq ´ F pg, xqdg
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż
G
|xωGpxgqφ, φypxπpgqξfi ,vi , ξfi,viy ´ xσpgqv, vyq|dg
ď }xωGpx¨qφ, φy}Lp0 pGq ¨ }xπp¨qξfi,vi , ξfi,viy ´ xσp¨qv, vy}Lq0 pGq.
In the last line above, we may take the supremum over all x P Q to obtain a
constant multiple in the first factor, and then the second factor tends to 0. This
shows
ş
G
Fipg, xqdg Ñ
ş
G
F pg, xqdx uniformly for x P Q as iÑ8. Therefore we
have approximated the matrix coefficients of θpσq in a total subset by those of
θpρq|O2m uniformly on compact subsets of O2m, and we conclude
θpρq|O2m ą θpσq.
This proves lemma 4.3.1 in this case.
Case 2: Suppose a ` b ě m. We need to show θpρaq b θpρbq has matrix
coefficients in Lr for any r ą 2. By corollary 2.3.6, θpρaq has matrix coefficients
in Lp for p ą 4m´4
2m´p2m´2a´1q´1 “
2m´2
a
. Likewise, θpρbq has matrix coefficients in
Lq for q ą 2m´2
b
. Note thatˆ
2m´ 2
a
˙´1
`
ˆ
2m´ 2
b
˙´1
“
a` b
2m´ 2
ě
1
2
¨
m
m´ 1
ą
1
2
.
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Let r ą 2. Then there exists p ą 2m´2
a
and q ą 2m´2
b
such that 1
p
` 1
q
“ 1
r
. Let
fpgq and f 1pgq be matrix coefficients of θpρaq and θpρbq respectively. By Ho¨lder’s
inequality,
}ff 1}LrpO2mq ď }f}Lp}f
1}Lq}.
Thus the matrix coefficients of θpρq b θpτq are in Lr for all r ą 2, which makes
the tensor product tempered. This concludes the proof of lemma 4.3.1
5 The induction problems
This chapter involves the most explicit calculations in this paper in that we
realize all of the groups involved explicitly by their actions on a vector space with
a skew-symmetric bilinear form. This is necessary as the general framework for
the sort of analysis involved in this section has not yet been fleshed out enough
for our purposes.
5.1 Induction from Sp2a ˆ Sp2b to Sp2a`2b
In this section, we will prove the following sub-case of proposition 1.3.1.
Lemma 5.1.1. Let ρa and ρb be unramified Arthur type representations of Sp2a
and Sp2b respectively, and assume a ď b. If xλiy is the type of ρb, then π “
Ind
Sp2a`2b
Sp2aˆSp2b
ρab ρb weakly contains an unramified Arthur type representation of
type xλi ´ 2ay, except in the case where ρa and ρb are both one-dimensional, in
which case the type is x2b´ 2a` 1, 2, . . . , 2y.
Before we start into the proof properly, let us give some motivation for how
we study this induction problem. Let G “ Sp2a`2b and H “ Sp2a ˆ Sp2b.
The space G{H is a spherical variety, and the space L2pG{Hq forms a repre-
sentation of G via left translation isomorphic to IndGH 1H . In [26], Sakellaridis
and Venkatesh show how the spectrum of L2pG{Hq is controlled by so called
“boundary degenerations.” This is accomplished by constructing a “wonderful
compactification” of G{H, i.e. a compact space X into which G{H embeds as an
open dense sub-variety with some desirable properties. By studying the bound-
ary points of G{H in this compactification, they are able to decompose a part
of L2pG{Hq in terms of parabolically induced representations.
Their theory is not easy to apply to our setting where instead of IndGH 1H ,
we are considering IndGH ρab ρb. However, philosophically we can take the same
approach. In this case, we may identify G{H with the Grassmannian of 2a-
dimensional nondegenerate spaces in a 2a` 2b-dimensional symplectic space V .
The full Grassmannian of 2a-dimensional subspaces of V is a compact space into
which G{H embeds as an open dense sub-variety.
Our proof will use the following strategy. We may take a sequence of points
tViu in G{H realized as 2a-dimensional nondegenerate subspaces in V and have
it converge to a 2a-dimensional isotropic subspace W of V , the G-stabilizer of
which is a parabolic subgroup P of G. The representation ρabρb will be realized
on SppViq for each i in a natural way. We shall study the behavior of the matrix
coefficients of the representation ρa b ρb as iÑ8.
In the end, we obtain a description of the following form. There is a fixed
group M 1 “ SppViq X P which does not depend on i and is contained in a Levi
subgroup M of P . We will show that if a sequence of elements of SppViq{M
1
converges in SppV q{M 1 as iÑ8, then its limit, in some sense, lies in the unipo-
tent radical N of P , and the matrix coefficients of ρa b ρb approach the matrix
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coefficients of the trivial representation of N for such a sequence as i Ñ 8. By
integrating these matrix coefficients and addressing some analytical difficulties,
we will eventually obtain a result of the form
IndGH ρa b ρb ą Ind
G
M 1N pρa b ρbq|M 1 ¨ 1N .
By inducing in stages through the parabolic P , we obtain a representation of the
form (1.2.3), from which we are able to read the SL2-type. This same technique
will be used with appropriate modification in section 5.2. Let us begin.
Proof. Let n “ a` b, and let V be a 2n-dimensional vector space over Qp with
a non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form x¨, ¨y. We have a left action of
GLpV q – GL2n on this space, and the set of elements which stabilize x¨, ¨y is
SppV q – Sp2n. Choose a symplectic basis te1, . . . , en, f1, . . . , fnu with xei, ejy “
xfi, fjy “ 0 and xei, fjy “ δij . For t P Q
ˆ
p , let
v˘
2i´1ptq “
1
2
pe2i´1 ˘ t
2f2iq and v
˘
2iptq “
1
2
pe2i ¯ t
2f2i´1q
for i “ 1, . . . , a so that for all i, j,
xv˘i ptq, v
¯
j ptqy “ 0,
xv˘
2i´1ptq, v
˘
2j´1ptqy “ 0,
xv˘
2iptq, v
˘
2jptqy “ 0,
xv˘
2i´1ptq, v
˘
2jptqy “
#
t2 if i “ j
0 if i ­“ j
.
Let U be the 2b´ 2a-dimensional nondegenerate space
U “
#
t0u if a “ b
spante2a`1, . . . , en, f2a`1, . . . , fnu if a ă b
,
and for each t ­“ 0, let
V ˘t “ spantv
˘
1
ptq, . . . , v˘
2aptqu
The spaces V `t and V
´
t are nondegenerate symplectic spaces of dimension 2a,
and pV `t q
K “ V ´t ‘ U . For each t ­“ 0, we have the symplectic decomposition
V “ V `t ‘ V
´
t ‘ U.
Let
Ht “ SppV
`
t q ˆ SppV
´
t ‘ Uq – Sp2a ˆ Sp2b
be the set of elements of SppV q which stabilize V `t (and hence V
´
t ‘ U).
The groups Ht are all isomorphic and conjugate to H1 via the element gt P
SppV q defined by
gtei “
#
1
t
ei if i ď 2a
ei if i ą 2a
,
gtfi “
#
tfi if i ď 2a
fi if i ą 2a
.
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Denote ρ “ ρa b ρb, and assume that ρ is a representation of H1. Then define
ρtphtq “ ρpg
´1
t htgtq for ht P Ht. Then ρt for t ­“ 0 is a representation of Ht
isomorphic to ρ “ ρ1.
Let
W “ spante1, . . . , e2au and W
1 “ spantf1, . . . , f2au.
These spaces are isotropic. Let P be the set of elements of SppV q which stabilize
W . This is a parabolic subgroup with Levi subgroup M “ GLpW qˆSppUq and
unipotent radicalN which acts by the identity endomorphism onW , pW‘Uq{W ,
and V {pW ‘ Uq. Observe that we have the isotropic splitting
V `t ‘ V
´
t “W ‘W
1
for each t ­“ 0 and that as tÑ 0, v˘i ptq Ñ ei.
Claim: For every t ­“ 0, the subgroup of elements of Ht which stabilize W
is the same subgroup for every t, and it is of the form SppW q ˆ SppUq, where
SppW q is the stabilizer of some symplectic form on W .
Observe that we have a natural surjection φt : V
´
t ‘ U Ñ V
`
t given by
φtpv
´
i ptqq “ v
`
i ptq, φpUq “ 0. Note φt|V ´t
is an isomorphism with graph W
with the property xw,w1y “ xφpw1q, φpwqy for all w,w1 P V ´t . The graph of φt is
W ‘ U. The isomorphism φt|V ´t
defines a symplectic form on W via
pw ` φtpwq, w
1 ` φtpw
1qqt “ xw,w
1y.
The set of elements of Ht which stabilize φt are precisely the elements of Ht
which stabilize W . Such elements must stabilize V ´t and hence U , and so this
stabilizer is contained in SppV `t q ˆ SppV
´
t q ˆSppUq. Clearly elements of SppUq
stabilize W since they act by the identity, and the elements of SppV `t qˆSppV
´
t q
stabilizing the isomorphism φ|
V ´t
are those that stabilize p¨, ¨qt, which we denote
SppW q. Note SppW q is diagonally embedded in SppV `t q ˆ SppV
´
t q.
A priori, it seems like SppW q should depend on t, but in fact it does not.
Every element of Ht which stabilizes W is of the form gthg
´1
t , where h is an
element of H1 that stabilizes W . Since gt acts by a scalar on W and h stabilizes
W , gthg
´1
t W “ hW . On the other hand, SppW q Ă GLpW q since the only
elements of Ht which act trivially on W are elements of SppUq (so N and Ht
have trivial intersection), and GLpW q also stabilizes W 1, so we have
gthg
´1
t W
1 “ th
1
t
W 1 “ hW 1.
Thus SppW q is point-wise invariant under conjugation by gt and does not depend
on t.
The stabilizer of W in Ht is seen to be SppW q ˆ SppUq, and moreover we
have
Ht XHt1 “ Ht X P “ SppW q ˆ SppUq ĂM “ GLpW q ˆ SppUq
for t ­“ t1. This proves the claim.
Let H0 “ pSppW q ˆ SppUqq ˙N. We now claim
Ind
SppV q
H1
ρ ą Ind
SppV q
H0
ρ|SppW qˆSppUq ¨ 1N . (5.1.2)
In order to show this, we will prove the following.
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Lemma 5.1.3. For every t P Qˆp , there exists a continuous bijection ψt from an
open dense subset of ZpNq onto an open dense subset of pSppV `t qˆSppV
´
t qq{SppW q
and Ψt from an open dense subset of N{ZpNq onto an open dense subset of
Ht{pSppV
`
t q ˆ SppV
´
t q ˆ SppUqq “ SppV
´
t ‘ Uq{pSppV
´
t q ˆ SppUqq
with the following properties:
(1) For every z P ZpNq, z is in the domain of ψt for all but finitely many t.
Likewise, for any n P N{ZpNq, n is in the domain of Ψt for all but finitely
many t.
(2) There is a natural continuous bijection B : pSppV `t q ˆ SppV
´
t qq{SppW q Ñ
SppV `t q given by
Bppx, yqSppW qq “ Bppx ¨ φpy´1q, 1qSppW qq “ x ¨ φpy´1q.
Under this bijection, limtÑ0Bpψtpzqq “ z for all z P ZpNq, where the limit
is taken in SppV q.
(3) There is a natural identification between open dense subsets
Ht{pSppV
`
t q ˆ SppV
´
t q ˆ SppUqq Ø HompV
´
t , Uq Ă HompW ‘W
1, Uq,
and also N{ZpNq – HompW,Uq Ă HompW ‘W 1, Uq. Likewise there is an
identification between open dense subsets
G{pSppW ‘W 1q ˆ SppUqq Ø HompW ‘W 1, Uq,
Under this identification, limtÑ0Ψtpnq “ n for all n P N{ZpNq (limit in
G{pSppW ‘W 1q ˆ SppUqq).
(4) Given a Haar measure dp on H0, there exist Haar measures dh on SppW qˆ
SppUq, dz on ZpNq, and dµ0 on N{ZpNq such thatż
H0
fppqdp “
ż
N{ZpNq
ż
ZpNq
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpnzhqdz dµ0pnq dh
for any f P CcpGq. There then exists for each t ­“ 0 invariant measures dzt
on pSppV `t qˆSppV
´
t qq{SppW q and dµt on Ht{pSppV
`
t qˆSppV
´
t qˆSppUqq
which define a Haar measure dht on Ht in the following way. Let K Ă Ht
be compact, and let χK be the characteristic function of K. Then we define
dhtpKq “
ż
Ht{pSppV
`
t qˆSppV
´
t qˆSppUqq
ż
pSppV `t qˆSppV
´
t qq{SppW qż
SppW qˆSppUq
χKpnzhqdh dztpzq dµtpnq.
This dht has the property that,
lim
tÑ0
ż
Ht
fpxqdhtpxq “
ż
H0
fppqdp. (5.1.4)
for any f P CcpGq
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The measures in the last part will be constructed using ψt and Ψt. A dense
subset of matrix coefficients for the right side of (5.1.2) will be expressed as an
integral over G of the right side of (5.1.4), while the left side of (5.1.4) will be
matrix coefficients expressed as an integral over G of the left side of (5.1.2) for
an appropriate f P CcpGq.
Constructing ψt: We begin now the proof of lemma 5.1.3. Let us begin
by constructing ψt, which is a function from an open dense subset of ZpNq –
Sym2apQpq to an open dense subset of pSppV
`
t qˆSppV
´
t qq{SppW q. Each element
of pSppV `t q ˆ SppV
´
t qq{SppW q has a unique representative of the form ph, 1q,
where h P SppV `t q, which produces the natural continuous bijection
B : SppV `t q Ø pSppV
`
t q ˆ SppV
´
t qq{SppW q.
It then suffices to give a representative of ψtpzq in SppV
`
t q for each z in an open
dense subset of ZpNq.
Consider first the elements αni,i P ZpNq, α P Qp (1 ď i ď 2a), which act
trivially each ej and on each fj except for fi, which is mapped to fi`αei. Define
ψtpαn2i,2iq (i ď a) to act trivially on V
´
t ‘U , and trivially on each v
`
j ptq except
v`
2i´1ptq and let
ψtpαn2i,2iqv
`
2i´1ptq “ v
`
2i´1ptq ` 2αt
2v`
2iptq.
This is a lower-triangular element of
Sppspantv`
2i´1ptq, v
`
2iptquq Ă SppV
`
t q.
Then given the identities
ei “ v
`
i ptq ` v
´
i ptq, f2i´1 “
´1
t2
pv`
2iptq ´ v
´
2iptqq, f2i “
1
t2
pv`
2i´1ptq ´ v
´
2i´1ptqq,
we see that ψtpαn2i,2iq fixes all ej and fj except e2i´1 and f2i, and
ψtpαn2i,2iqe2i´1 “ e2i´1 ` 2αt
2v`
2iptq, ψtpαn2i,2iqf2i “ f2i ` αe2i ` αt
2f2i´1.
Observe that as tÑ 0, ψtpαn2i,2iq Ñ αn2i,2i.We analagously define ψtpαn2i´1,2i´1q
by switching the role of 2i and 2i´1 in the formula above and changing the sign
on the 2at2 to negative and also get ψtpαn2i´1,2i´1q Ñ αn2i´1,2i´1 as tÑ 0.
Next, consider the maps αni,j, i ­“ j, i, j ď 2a, which fix all ek and all fk
except fi, fj , which are mapped respectively to fi ` αej and fj ` αei. Define
ψtpαn2i,2jq to fix V
´
t ‘ U and all v
`
i ptq, except for v
`
2i´1ptq and v
`
2j´1ptq, which
are defined as
ψtpαn2i,2jqv
`
2i´1ptq “ v
`
2i´1ptq ` 2αt
2v`
2jptq
ψtpαn2i,2jqv
`
2j´1ptq “ v
`
2j´1ptq ` 2αt
2v`
2iptq.
This is an element of the unipotent radical of a Borel subgroup of
Sppspantv`
2i´1ptq, v
`
2iptq, v
`
2j´1ptq, v
`
2jptquq Ă SppV
`
t q.
The actions on the non-fixed ek, fk are
ψtpαn2i,2jqe2i´1 “ e2i´1 ` 2αt
2v`
2jptq,
ψtpαn2i,2jqf2i “ f2i ` αe2j ` αt
2f2j,
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and similar for e2j´1 and f2j. We analagously define ψtpαn2i´1,2j´1q, ψtpαn2i,2j´1q,
and ψtpαn2i´1,2jq, exchanging 2i with 2i ´ 1, exchanging 2j with 2j ´ 1, and
switching signs of terms in the formulas as needed, except for the case ψtpαn2i´1,2iq,
for which the above construction does not produce an element of determinant 1.
We define the map ψtpαn2i´1,2iq to fix all v
˘
k ptq except
ψtpαn2i´1,2iqv
`
2i´1ptq “ p1` 2αt
2qv`
2i´1ptq,
ψtpαn2i´1,2iqv
`
2iptq “ p1` 2αt
2q´1v`
2iptq.
This is an element of the standard maximal torus of SppV `t q, and it is defined
when α ­“ ´ 1
2t2
. Then the actions on the non-fixed ej , fj are
ψtpαn2i´1,2iqe2i´1 “ e2i´1 ` 2αt
2v`
2i´1ptq,
ψtpαn2i´1,2iqe2i “ e2i ´
2αt2
1` 2αt2
v`
2iptq,
ψtpαn2i´1,2iqf2i´1 “ f2i´1 `
α
1` 2αt2
e2i ´
αt2
1` 2αt2
f2i´1,
ψtpαn2i´1,2iqf2i “ f2i ` αe2i´1 ` αt
2f2i.
Once again as tÑ 0, ψtpαn2i´1,2iq Ñ αn2i´1,2i.
Finally, all of the elements of ZpNq are of the form
ř
iěj αi,jni,j. Fix an
ordering pιkq, k “ 1, . . . , ap2a`1q of the set of indices I of pairs pi, jq with i ď j,
i, j “ 1, . . . , 2a. Then we define
ψt
˜ÿ
iěj
αi,jni,j
¸
“
ź
k
ψtpαιknιkq.
The ordering of the indices is necessary because SppV `t q is not abelian whereas
ZpNq is. Then ψt is defined on a dense subset of ZpNq (the set of elements
whose α2i´1,2in2i´1,2i terms satisfy α2i´1,2i ­“ ´
1
2t2
), and we claim its image is a
dense subset of SppV `t q for an appropriate ordering pιkq.
Observe that the product of the elements ψtpαn2i´1,2iq form a maximal torus
T`t of SppV
`
t q. Such a torus is contained in a Borel subgroup B
`
t . The rest of
the elements are upper triangular or lower triangular, so they lie in the unipotent
radicalN`t of B
`
t (for an appropriate choice of a Borel subgroup) or the unipotent
radical N`t of the opposite Borel subgroup B
`
t . It’s not hard to see that as those
elements range over all i and j, the entire unipotent radicals are covered. After
choosing an appropriate ordering pιkq, we see that the image of ψt is N
`
t T
`
t N
`
t ,
which is open and dense in SppV `t q. We have now established parts (1) and (2)
of lemma 5.1.3 for ψt.
Constructing Ψt: We now turn to N{ZpNq, which we may identify with
HompW 1, Uq, assuming a ă b.We may extend any linear mapW 1 Ñ U toW‘W 1
by setting it to be zero on W . Thus we have
N{ZpNq – HompW 1, Uq Ă HompW ‘W 1, Uq.
We identify SppV ´t ‘Uq{pSppV
´
t q ˆ SppUqq with the symplectic Grassmannian
of 2a-dimensional nondegenerate subspaces of V ´t ‘ U . The set of linear maps
V ´t Ñ U with nondegenerate graph is identified, via their graphs, with a dense
subset of SppV ´t ‘Uq{pSppV
´
t qˆSppUqq. A linear map V
´
t Ñ U can be extended
toW‘W 1 “ V `t ‘V
´
t as zero on V
`
t . Thus we are identifying bothN{ZpNq and a
dense subset of SppV ´t ‘Uq{pSppV
´
t qˆSppUqq with subsets of HompW‘W
1, Uq.
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For α P Qp, let αEi,j P HompW
1, Uq be the linear map that sends each fk
to zero except fi, which is sent to αej , where i ď 2a and j ą 2a. Let αFi,j be
similarly defined: sending fi to αfj. Any element of N{ZpNq is a sum of such
maps. Define ΨtpαE2i,jq P HompV
´
t , Uq to send all v
´
k ptq (and all v
`
k ptq) to zero
except v´
2i´1ptq, which is mapped to ´αt
2ej. Then all the ek and fk are fixed by
this map except
ΨtpαE2i,jqe2i´1 “ ´t
2αej ,
ΨtpαE2i,jqf2i “
´1
t2
ΨtpαE2i,jqv
´
2i´1ptq “ αej .
Note that the graph of this map is
spank ­“2i´1,kď2atv
´
i ptqu Y tv
´
2i´1ptq ´ αt
2eju,
which is nondegenerate. We analagously define
ΨtpαE2i´1,jq,ΨtpαFi,jq P HompV
´
i ptq, Uq Ă HompW ‘W
1, Uq.
We see that as tÑ 0,
ΨtpαEi,jq Ñ αEi,j and ΨtpαFi,jq Ñ αFi,j (5.1.5)
in HompW ‘W 1, Uq. After fixing an ordering of the i, j indices, we once again
extend this to a map defined on all of N{ZpNq whose image is all of HompV ´t , Uq.
As we mentioned, the set of elements of HompV ´t , Uq with nondegenerate graphs
is a dense subset of SppV ´t ‘Uq{pSppV
´
t qˆSppUqq, so by restricting the domain
of Ψt, we obtain a continuous bijection between dense subsets of N{ZpNq and
SppV ´t ‘ Uq{pSppV
´
t q ˆ SppUqq. Moreover, for a fixed n P N{ZpNq, it is easy
to check that Ψtpnq has nondegenerate graph for all but finitely many t.
Thus the convergence p5.1.5q in HompW ‘ W 1, Uq establishes part (3) of
lemma 5.1.3. We have now established parts (1), (2), and (3) of lemma 5.1.3.
Invariant measures: Fix a Haar measure dp on pSppW q ˆ SppUqqN , and
choose Haar measures dh, dz, and dµ0 on SppW q ˆ SppUq, ZpNq, and N{ZpNq
respectively so thatż
H0
fppqdp “
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
ż
N{ZpNq
ż
ZpNq
fphnzqdz dµ0pnq dh.
The continuous bijection of dense open subsets
ψt : ZpNq Ñ pSppV
`
t q ˆ SppV
´
t qq{SppW q Ø SppV
`
t q
gives rise to a continuous bijection between tangent spaces
TzZpNq Ø TψtpzqpSppV
`
t q ˆ SppV
´
t qq{SppW q.
In particular, since ψt maps the identity in ZpNq to the identity coset in pSppV
`
t qˆ
SppV ´t qq{pSppW qq, we have a bijection between dense open subsets
LieZpNq Ø TepSppV
`
t q ˆ SppV
´
t qq{SppW q “ LieSppV
`
t q.
This produces a bijection between the dual spaces and from there a bijection
between the sets of volume forms
ΛdimZpNq LieZpNq˚ Ø ΛdimZpNqT ˚e pSppV
`
t q ˆ SppV
´
t qq{SppW q.
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The measure dz is induced by such an element ω P ΛdimZpNq LieZpNq˚ by left
translation. From this bijection, we obtain for every t ­“ 0, a volume form ωt
on pSppV `t q ˆ SppV
´
t qq{SppW q. Such a volume form induces a left-invariant
measure dzt by left translation. This volume form has the following property.
We may embed
ZpNq “ pSppW qZpNqq{SppW q ãÑ SppV q{SppW q.
Since we have φtpzq Ñ z in SppV q{SppW q as t Ñ 0, we have ωt Ñ ω in
ΛdimNT ˚e SppV q{SppW q as tÑ 0. As a consequence, by left translating we have
L˚ψtpzqωzt Ñ L
˚
zωz
in ΛdimNT ˚SppV q{SppW q as t Ñ 0. For any compact subset A of ZpNq, this
means that dztpψtpAqq Ñ dzpAq as tÑ 0.
Similarly, the Haar measure dµ0 on N{ZpNq induces via
ΛdimN{ZpNq LiepN{ZpNqq˚
ΦtÐÑ ΛdimN{ZpNqT ˚e pHt{pSppV
`
t qˆSppV
´
t qˆSppUqqq
a left-invariant measure dµt for each t ­“ 0 with the property that dµtpΦtpAqq Ñ
dµ0pAq for any compact subset A Ă N{ZpNq. Note that dµt and dzt are not
the pushforward measures of dµ0 and dz but are instead constructed via the
bijection on volume forms; thus their left-invariance property is ensured.
The measures dµt, dzt, and dh induce a left-invariant measure dht on Ht via
dhtpKq “
ż
Ht{pSppV
`
t qˆSppV
´
t qˆSppUqq
ż
pSppV `t qˆSppV
´
t qq{SppW qż
SppW qˆSppUq
χKpnzhqdh dzt dµtpnq,
where for a compact subset K Ă Ht, χK is the characteristic function of K. If
dzt ˝ ψt and dµt ˝ Ψt denote the pushforward measures of dzt and dµt to ZpNq
and N{ZpNq respectively, then we haveż
A
1dzt ˝ ψt Ñ
ż
A
1dz and
ż
B
1dµt ˝Ψt Ñ
ż
B
1dµ0
for any measurable subsets A Ă ZpNq and B Ă N{ZpNq as t Ñ 0. It follows
that for any functions f P CcpZpNqq and g P CcpN{ZpNqq thatż
A
fpzqdzt ˝ ψtpzq Ñ
ż
A
fpzqdz and
ż
B
gpnqdµt ˝Ψtpnq Ñ
ż
B
gpnqdµ0pnq
as iÑ 0. Since dzt ˝ψt and dµt ˝Ψt are pushforward measures, this implies that
if F P CcpGq (recall G “ SppV q) then
lim
tÑ0
ż
Ht
F phqdht “ lim
tÑ0
ż
Ht{pSppV
`
t qˆSppV
´
t qˆSppUqq
ż
pSppV `t qˆSppV
´
t qq{SppW qż
SppW qˆSppUq
F pnzhqdh dztpzq dµtpnq
“ lim
tÑ0
ż
N{ZpNq
ż
ZpNq
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
F pΨtpnqψtpzqhqdh dzt ˝ ψtpzq dµt ˝Ψtpnq
“
ż
N{ZpNq
ż
ZpNq
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
F pnzhqdz dµ0pnq dh
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“ż
H0
F ppqdp.
We have just shown (5.1.4). This concludes the proof of lemma 5.1.3.
Approximation of matrix coefficients: We are now ready to complete
the proof of lemma 5.1.1. Recall that we wish to show
IndGH1 ρ ą Ind
G
H0
ρ|SppW qˆSppUq ¨ 1N .
Recall that the set of functions
ξf,vpxq “
ż
N{ZpNq
ż
ZpNq
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpxhnzqρphqvdz dµ0pnq dh
with unit norm for f P CcpGq and v P Vρ is total in the space of the representa-
tion IndGH0 ρ|SppW qˆSppUq ¨ 1N and that to show weak containment, we need only
approximate matrix coefficients for vectors on this total subset ([2], E.1.3 and
F.1.3). We have
xg´1 ¨ ξf,v, ξf,vy (5.1.6)
“
ż
SppV q{H0
ż
H0
ż
H0
fpgxpqfpxqqxρpq´1pqv, vydp dq dx
“
ż
SppV q
ż
N{ZpNq
ż
ZpNq
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpgxnzhqfpxqxρphqv, vydh dz dµ0pnqdx.
for g P SppV q. We will handle this expression one integral at a time.
Claim 1: For each y P G, and z P ZpGq
lim
tÑ0
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpyψtpzqhqxρtpψtpzqhqv, vydh
“
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpyzhqxρphqv, vydh.
Wemay consider ψtpzq an element of SppV
`
t q. Recall that we defined ρtpψtpzqhq “
ρpg´1t ψtpzqhgtq, where gt acts on W by scaling by
1
t
, on W 1 by scaling by t,
and gt fixes U . Then gt commutes with h P SppW q ˆ SppUq. We will show
limtÑ0 g
´1
t ψtpzqgt in SppV q is the identity element.
Note that ψtpzq always acts trivially on elements of U , so we need only
consider elements of W and W 1. Observe that gtpv
˘
i p1qq “
1
t
pv˘i ptqq for each i.
From the construction of ψtpzq, we see that for any w P W , ψtpzqw is of the form
w ` t3gtwzptq,
where wzptq : Qp Ñ V
`
1
is continuous at t “ 0. Then
g´1t ψtpzqgtw “
1
t
g´1t ψtpzqw “
1
t
g´1t pw ` t
3gtwzptqq “ w ` t
2wzptq Ñ w
as tÑ 0. On the other hand, for w1 PW 1, ψtpzqw
1 is of the form
wpzq ` w1 ` t2w1zptq,
where w1zptq : Qp Ñ W
1 is continuous at t “ 0 and wpzq P W does not depend
on t. Then because gtw
1 “ tw1, we have
g´1t ψtpzqgtw
1 “ tg´1t ψtpzqw
1 “ tg´1t pwpzq`w
1` t2w1zptqq “ t
2wpzq`w1` t2w1zptq.
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This converges to w1 as tÑ 0. Hence limtÑ0 g
´1
t ψtpzqgt in SppV q is the identity
element.
Because ρ is continuous, we conclude
xρpg´1t ψtpzqgthqv, vy Ñ xρphqv, vy
as t Ñ 0. Since f P CcpGq, by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem we
have
lim
tÑ0
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpyψtpzqhqxρtpψtpzqhqv, vydh
“ lim
tÑ0
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpyψtpzqhqxρpg
´1
t ψtpzqgthqv, vydh
“
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpyzhqxρphqv, vydh.
This proves claim 1
Claim 2: For each y P G and n P N{ZpNq,
lim
tÑ0
ż
pSppV `t qˆSppV
´
t qq{SppW q
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpyΨtpnqzhqxρtpΨtpnqzhqv, vydh dz
“
ż
ZpNq
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpynzhqxρphqv, vydhdz.
Recall Ψtpnq P Ht{pSppV
`
t q ˆ SppV
´
t q ˆ SppUqq, and so the first integral above
is well defined. Using the pushforward measure dzt ˝ ψt, we have
lim
tÑ0
ż
pSppV `t qˆSppV
´
t qq{SppW q
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpynzhqxρtpΨtpnqzhqv, vydh dz
“ lim
tÑ0
ż
ZpNq
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpyΨtpnqψtpzqhqxρtpΨtpnqψtpzqhqv, vydh dzt ˝ ψtpzq
Let us consider
ρtpΨtpnqψtpnqhq “ ρpg
´1
t Ψtpnqgt ¨ g
´1
t ψtpnqgthq.
Of course, this is only well-defined in the integral. We need only describe the
behavior of g´1t Ψtpnqgt modulo SppV
`
t qˆSppV
´
t qˆSppUq as tÑ 0. Recall that
we have described this already as a linear map V ´t Ñ U which by lemma 5.1.3
(3) converges in HompW ‘W 1, Uq to n P N{ZpNq “ HompW 1, Uq (recall Ψtpnq
and n extend to W 1 ‘W by acting trivially on V ´t and W respectively).
Recall from the construction of Ψtpnq that it maps elements ofW to elements
of the form t2un, where un P U does not depend on t. Then
g´1t Ψtpnqgtpwq “
1
t
g´1t Ψtpnq “
1
t
g´1t pt
2unq “ tun Ñ 0
as t Ñ 0. On the other hand, Ψtpnq maps elements of W
1 to elements of the
form u1n, where u
1
n P U does not depend on U . Then
g´1t Ψtpnqgtpw
1q “ tg´1t Ψtpnqpw
1q “ tg´1t u
1
n “ tu
1
n Ñ 0
as t Ñ 0. Thus g´1t Ψtpnqgt approaches the zero map as t Ñ 0. As elements of
SppV ´
1
‘Uq{pSppV ´
1
qˆSppUqq, this means g´1t Ψtpnqg
´1
t approaches the identity
coset as t Ñ 0. By the continuity of ρ and since f P CcpGq, we conclude by
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Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, claim 1, and the proof of part (4)
of lemma 5.1.3 that
lim
tÑ0
ż
pSppV `t qˆSppV
´
t qq{SppW q
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpynzhqxρtpΨtpnqzhqv, vydh dz
“ lim
tÑ0
ż
ZpNq
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpyΨtpnqψtpzqhq
xρpg´1t Ψtpnqgt ¨ g
´1
t ψtpzqgthqv, vydh dzt ˝ ψtpzq
“
ż
ZpNq
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpynzhqxρphqv, vydh dz.
This proves claim 2.
The final two integrals are easier. By lemma 5.1.3 (4), and Lebesgue’s dom-
inated convergence theorem, since f P CcpGq we can now say for each g, x P G
that
lim
tÑ0
fpxq
ż
Ht{pSppV
`
t qˆSppV
´
t qˆSppUqq
ż
pSppV `t qˆSppV
´
t qq{SppW q
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpgxnzhqxρtpnzhqv, vydh dztpzq dµtpnq
“ lim
tÑ0
fpxq
ż
N{ZpNq
ż
ZpNq
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
f
`
gxΨtpnqψtpzqh
˘
xρt
`
Ψtpnqψtpzqh
˘
v, vydh dzt ˝ ψtpzq dµt ˝Ψtpnq
“ fpxq
ż
N{ZpNq
ż
ZpNq
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpgxnzhqxρphqv, vydh dz dµ0pnq.
Finally since this is compactly supported as a function of x, we have for each
g P G “ SppV q, by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem
lim
tÑ0
ż
G
ż
Ht
fpgxhqfpxqxρtphqv, vydhtphq dx
“ lim
tÑ0
ż
G
ż
Ht{pSppV
`
t qˆSppV
´
t qˆSppUqq
ż
pSppV `t qˆSppV
´
t qq{SppW q
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpgxnzhqfpxqxρtpnzhqv, vydh dztpzq dµtpnq dx
“
ż
G
ż
N{ZpNq
ż
ZpNq
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpgxnhqfpxqxρphqv, vydh dz dµ0pnq dx.
The first line we recognize as a matrix coefficient for IndGHt ρt – Ind
G
H1
ρ1,
and the last line is the matrix coefficient (5.1.6) for IndGH0 ρ|SppW qˆSppUq ¨ 1N .
Uniform convergence on compacta: We have nearly shown the weak
containment (5.1.2). The convergence of matrix coefficients we have established
is only pointwise for g P G. Let Q Ă G be a compact subset. Let K be the
support of f . Note that gx P K when x P Q´1K. Let L “ Q´1KYQ. It suffices
to show uniform convergence on L.
For each t P Qp, let
Mtpgq “
#ş
G
ş
H0
fpgxpqfpxqxpρ|SppW qˆSppUq ¨ 1N qppqv, vydp dx if t “ 0ş
G
ş
Ht
fpgxhqfpxqxρphqv, vydhtphq dx if t ­“ 0
.
The pointwise convergence Mtpgq Ñ M0pgq as t Ñ 0 is what we have just
established. Define
Ftpxq “
#ş
H0
fpxp´1qxpρ|SppW qˆSppUq ¨ 1N qppqv, vydp dx if t “ 0ş
H1
fpxh´1qxρphqv, vydhtphq dx if t ­“ 0
.
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Recall that we have already shown Ft Ñ F0 pointwise as tÑ 0. Then by change
of variables, we have
Mtpgq “
ż
G
fpgxqFtpxqdx “
ż
L
fpgxqFtpxqdx.
Hence
sup
gPL
|Mtpgq ´M0pgq| ď psup
gPG
|fpgq|q
ˆż
L
|Ftpxq ´ F0pxq|dx
˙
.
Observe that pt, xq ÞÑ |Ftpxq´F0pxq| is continuous as a function on QpˆL, and
in particular this means it is bounded on the compact set
tt P Qp : |t| ă 1u ˆ L.
Since |Ftpxq ´ F0pxq| Ñ 0 pointwise as t Ñ 0 and L is compact, by Lebesgue’s
dominated convergence theorem,
ş
L
|Ftpxq´F0pxq|dxÑ 0. ThusMtpxq ÑM0pgq
uniformly on L and hence on Q Ă L. We have therefore shown (5.1.2):
IndGH1 ρ ą Ind
G
H0
ρ|SppW qˆSppUq ¨ 1N .
The SL2 type: At long last, let us see that this representation has the type
predicted by lemma 5.1.1. Recall that ρ “ ρa b ρb is a representation of
H1 “ SppV
`
1
q ˆ SppV ´
1
‘ Uq “ Sp2a ˆ Sp2b,
and SppW q “ Sp2a is diagonally embedded in this product, while SppUq “
Sp2b´2a is contained in the Sp2b factor of H1. If xλiy is the type of ρb, then by
the induction hypothesis for restriction on Sp2b, ρb|SppV ´
1
qˆSppUq weakly contains
a representation of the form γa b γb, where γa is an unramified Arthur type
representation of SppV ´
1
q, and γb is an unramified Arthur type representation of
SppUq of type xλi ´ 2ay. Then by inducing in stages,
IndGH1 ρa b ρb ą Ind
G
H0
pρa b γaqb γb ¨ 1N “ Ind
G
P
´
Ind
GLpW q
SppW q ρa b γa
¯
b γb ¨ 1N .
This is parabolically induced, and so this is of the form (1.2.3), and we may
read the type of this representation. If ρa b γa is not one-dimensional, then
Ind
GLpW q
SppW q ρabγa is of type x1, . . . , 1y. The type of π is then xλi´2ay as expected.
However, if ρabγa is one-dimensional (which is only possible if ρa and ρb are
one-dimensional), then Ind
GLpW q
SppW q
ρabγa has type x2, . . . , 2y, and consequently π
has type x2b´ 2a` 1, 2, . . . , 2y since the type of ρb in that case is x2b` 1y. This
completes the proof of lemma 5.1.1.
Remark 5.1.7. Since we are working in the p-adic case, the map
t ÞÑ
#
xg´1 ¨ ξf,v, ξf,vy t “ 0ş
SppV q
ş
Ht
fpgxhqfpxqxρtphqv, vydhtphqdx t ­“ 0
for locally constant f is a locally constant function Qp Ñ C. That means for t
sufficiently small, we actually get equality of matrix coefficientsż
SppV q
ż
Ht
fpgxhqfpxqxρtphqv, vydhtphqdx “ xg
´1 ¨ ξf,v, ξf,vy
for all g in a given compact subset.
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Remark 5.1.8. In the case where ρ is trivial, this result coincides with lemma
11.1.1 of [26].
Remark 5.1.9. The above argument is an explicit model of what should be a
much more general phenomenon. Given a spherical variety G{H and a repre-
sentation ρ of H, we might expect that for an appropriate choice of a parabolic
subgroup P “ MN (such as the standard parabolic associated to that variety)
that there’s a subgroup M0 of M such that
IndGH ρ ą Ind
G
M0N
ρ|M0 ¨ 1N .
This could be computed using the theory of deformations to the normal cone,
but we don’t consider this general theory here. It may be possible to obtain a
full decomposition of IndGH ρ in terms of such deformations.
5.2 Induction from Sp2n to GL2n
In this section, we give a proof of the following sub-case of proposition 1.3.1.
Lemma 5.2.1. Let ρ be an unramified Arthur type representation of Sp2n, and
let π “ IndGL2nSp2n ρ.
(1) π weakly contains a tempered representation (of type x1, . . . , 1y) if ρ is not
one dimensional and n ą 1.
(2) π weakly contains a representation of type x2, . . . , 2y if ρ is one dimensional.
(3) If n “ 1, π “ IndGL2SL2 ρ has the same type as ρ (as an SL2 representation),
and π is tempered if ρ is.
The proof for this section does not rely on any of the cases of theorem 1.2.1.
Thus once we have shown lemma 5.2.1, we may immediately conclude proposition
1.3.1 holds by the global argument given after proposition 2.1.2.
We will use a group deformation argument similar to the last section and ar-
gue by induction on n. For the base case Sp2 to GL2, since Sp2 “ SL2, we know
that inducing SL2 to GL2 does not change the type of the representation (see
section 3.5 of [7]). Thus a one-dimensional character of Sp2 has the trivial type
when induced to GL2, which is x2y, and any other Arthur type representation
of GL2 has type x1, 1y.
Given the structure of the inductive argument of theorem 1.2.1 and the way
all of the exceptional cases have arisen so far, it is worth taking special note of
the following.
Remark 5.2.2. All of the exceptional cases of theorem 1.2.1 are ultimately a
consequence of the fact that Sp2 “ SL2 and inducing from SL2 to GL2 does not
change the SL2-type.
Proof of lemma 5.2.1. To begin our inductive argument, suppose lemma 5.2.1
holds for the induction from Sp2m to GL2m when m ă n. We realize G “ GL2n
asGLpV q for some 2n-dimensional vector space V , and fix a basis e1, . . . , en, f1, . . . , fn
of V . For each t ­“ 0, define a symplectic form x¨, ¨yt according to the relations
xei, ejyt “ xfi, fjyt “ 0,B
1
t
e1,
1
t
fj
F
t
“ δ1,j,
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B
1
t
ei,
1
t
f1
F
t
“ δi,1,B
1
t2
ei,
1
t2
fj
F
t
“ δi,j for i, j ą 1.
Then xe1, f1yt “ t
2 and xei, fiy “ t
4, and so as t Ñ 0, this form becomes
identically zero. Let Ht be the set of all elements of GLpV q which preserve the
form x¨, ¨yt for t ­“ 0. LetW “ spante1, f1u andW
1 “ spante2, . . . , en, f2, . . . , fnu.
For each t ­“ 0, W 1 is the x¨, ¨yt-complement of W .
Let P be the parabolic subgroup of GLpV q stabilizing W 1. We may decom-
pose P “MN whereM “ GLpW qˆGLpW 1q and N – HompW,W 1q. The forms
x¨, ¨yt when restricted to W or to W
1 are all multiples of each other and as such
have the same stabilizer. That is, tg P GLpW q : xgv, gwyt “ xv,wyt@v,w P W u
does not change as t varies since for s ­“ t,
xgv, gwyt “ xv,wyt implies xgv, gwys “
s2
t2
xgv, gwyt “
s2
t2
xv,wyt “ xv,wys,
and this is similarly true for W 1. As such, there exists a subgroup SppW q ˆ
SppW 1q contained in the intersection of all Ht. In fact, this is equal to the
intersection of all Ht since the scaling factors on the restrictions of the forms to
W and W 1 are different.
Define H0 “ pSppW q ˆ SppW
1qqN. We wish to show for a representation ρ
of H1 that
Ind
GLpV q
H1
ρ ą Ind
GLpV q
H0
ρ|SppW qˆSppW 1q ¨ 1N . (5.2.3)
Let gt be the map e1 ÞÑ
1
t
e1, f1 ÞÑ
1
t
f1, ei ÞÑ
1
t2
ei, and fi ÞÑ
1
t2
fi for i ą 1. Then
xgtv, gtwyt “ xv,wy1 for every t ­“ 0 and v,w P V. Then for h P H1,
xgthg
´1
t v, gthg
´1
t wyt “ xhg
´1
t v, hg
´1
t wy1 “ xg
´1
t v, g
´1
t wy1 “ xv,wyt,
and so gtH1g
´1
t “ Ht.We may then define the representation ρtphq “ ρ1pg
´1
t hgtq
of Ht.
In order to show (5.2.3), we will prove the following (cf. lemma 5.1.3)
Lemma 5.2.4. For every t ­“ 0, there exists a continuous bijection φt from an
open dense subset of N to an open dense subset of Ht{pSppW q ˆ SppW
1qq with
the following properties.
(1) For every n P N , n is in the domain of φt for all but finitely many t P Q
ˆ
p .
(2) We have natural identification N – HompW,W 1q, and we identify a dense
open subset of HompW,W 1q with Ht{pSppW q ˆ SppW
1qq. In HompW,W 1q,
limtÑ0 φtpnq “ n for all n P N .
(3) Given a Haar measure dp on H0, there exist Haar measures dh and dn on
SppW q ˆ SppW 1q and N respectively such thatż
H0
fppqdp “
ż
N
ż
SppW qˆSppW 1q
fpnhqdh dn
for all f P CcpGq. There then exists for each t ­“ 0 an invariant measure
dnt on Ht{pSppW q ˆ SppW
1qq which defines a Haar measure dht on Ht in
the following way. Let K Ă Ht be compact and let χK be the characteristic
function of K. Then we define
dhtpKq “
ż
Ht{pSppW qˆSppW 1qq
ż
SppW qˆSppW 1q
χKpnhqdh dntpnq.
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This dht has the property that
lim
tÑ0
ż
Ht
fpxqdhtpxq “
ż
H0
fppqdp
for any f P CcpGq.
Constructing φt: We begin the proof of lemma 5.2.4 by constructing φt.
Observe that N “ HompW,W 1q and we may identify Ht{pSppW q ˆ SppW
1qq
with the Grassmannian of 2-dimensional nondegenerate spaces, almost all of
which can be realized as the graph of a homomorphism W Ñ W 1. The set of
2-dimensional nondegenerate spaces is open and dense in the Grassmannian of
2-dimensional subspaces of V , and so the set of homomorphisms W ÑW 1 with
nondegenerate graph is open and dense in N . Then we immediately have a
bijection between open dense subsets of N and Ht{pSppW qˆSppW
1qq. We must
show that this identification produces the required properties.
Consider the homomorphism ne1,aei which maps e1 to aei, i ą 1, a P Qp,
and sends f1 to 0. This can be written as φtpne1,aeiq P Ht{pSppW q ˆ SppW
1qq
which maps 1
t
ei ÞÑ at
`
1
t2
ei
˘
; this is the expression of the map in the symplectic
basis for x¨, ¨yt. This map has nondegenerate graph, as a basis for the graph is
te1`aei, f1u.We have g
´1
t φtpne1,aeiqgtei “ atei, which as a sequence of elements
of H1{pSppW q ˆ SppW
1qq approaches the identity element. Thus by continuity
of ρ, xρtpφtpne1,aeiqη, ηy Ñ xη, ηy as tÑ 0.
We now argue that φtpne1,aeiq Ñ ne1,aei as tÑ 0. Observe that the symplectic
complement of graphφtpnee1,aeiq defines the graph of a map φtpne1,aeiq
K : W 1 Ñ
W which sends fixes all fj and ej except fi, which is mapped to ´at
2f1, since
xe1 ` aei,´at
2f1 ` fiyt “ 0. Both of these maps describe the same element of
Ht{pSppW q ˆ SppW
1qq. From the description of φtpne1,aeiq
K it’s clear that the
action of this element on W 1 approaches the identity as t Ñ 0, and from the
description of φtpne1,aeiq it’s clear that the action on W approaches the ne1,aei
action on W . It must be the case then that φtpne1,aeiq Ñ ne1,aei as tÑ 0.
We may similarly construct maps φtpne1,afiq, φtpnf1,aeiq, and φtpnf1,afiq,
which then fully describes φt, and we have φtpnq Ñ n as t Ñ 0. This shows
part (2) of lemma 5.1.3.
We now show part (1) of lemma 5.2.4. Suppose n P N “ HompW,W 1q.
Recall that for any t, the form x¨, ¨yt only changes by scaling when restricted to
W or W 1. If for all t ­“ 0 the range of n in W 1 is an isotropic space, then
xe1 ` npe1q, f1 ` npf1qyt “ xe1, f1yt ­“ 0.
Otherwise, the range of n is non-isotropic for all t ­“ 0. Suppose x, y P W are
such that xnpxq, npyqyt ­“ 0 for all t ­“ 0 (this again is possible because x¨, ¨yt on
W 1 just changes by scalar multiple as t varies). Then
xx` npxq, y ` npyqyt “ xx, yyt ` xnpxq, npyqyt “ t
2xx, yy1 ` t
4xnpxq, npyqy1.
This can be zero for at most two nonzero values of t. Thus graphn is nondegen-
erate for all but finitely many t, which proves part (1) of lemma 5.2.4.
Invariant measures and matrix coefficients: From here, the proof is
very similar to the last section, and so we will omit most of the details. Given
dp, dh, and dn as in lemma 5.2.4 (3), we construct dnt via the correspondence
between volume forms
ΛdimN LieN˚ Ø ΛdimNT ˚e Ht{pSppW q ˆ SppW
1qq.
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We then define dht as in lemma 5.2.4 (3), and by the arguments of the previous
section we have ż
Ht
fpxqdhtpxq Ñ
ż
H0
fppqdp
as tÑ 0 for f P CcpGq. This completes the proof of lemma 5.2.4.
Continuing with the proof of lemma 5.2.1, we will now approximate matrix
coefficients to show (5.2.3). Since φtpnq Ñ n as t Ñ 0, we obtain for each
y P G “ GLpV q, n P N , v P Vρ and f P CcpGqż
SppW qˆSppW 1q
fpyφtpnqhqxρtpφtpnqhqv, vydh Ñ
ż
SppW qˆSppUq
fpynhqxρphqv, vydh
as t Ñ 0 by the arguments of the previous section. It follows from Lebesgue’s
dominated convergence theorem that we get convergence of matrix coefficientsż
G
ż
Ht
fpgxhqfpxqxρtphqv, vydhtphq
Ñ
ż
G
ż
N
ż
SppW qˆSppW 1q
fpgxnhqfpxqxρphqv, vydhdndx
as tÑ 0 for each g P G. After showing uniform convergence on a given compact
subset of G, we obtain
π “ IndGH1 ρ ą Ind
G
H0
ρ|SppW qˆSppW 1q ¨ 1N .
The SL2 type: Suppose ρabρb is an unramified Arthur type representation
weakly contained in ρ|SppW qˆSppW 1q, where ρa and ρb are unramified Arthur type
representations of SppW q “ Sp2 “ SL2 and SppW
1q “ Sp2n´2 respectively. By
inducing in stages,
π ą IndGP
´
Ind
GLpW q
SppW q
ρa
¯
b
´
Ind
GLpW 1q
SppW 1q
ρb
¯
¨ 1N .
This is parabolic induction, and so we may read the type of this representation.
If ρ is not one-dimensional, then ρa must be an SL2 representation of type x1, 1y
(in fact, it is tempered, which is easy to show by Mackey theorey as in section
3.1). On the other hand, if ρ is not one-dimensional, then neither is ρb, and
so the induction hypothesis for this section says that Ind
GLpW q
SppW 1q ρb is tempered.
Hence π is tempered in this case.
On the other hand, if ρ is one-dimensional, then ρa is a one dimensional
representation of SL2, so its induction to GLpW q is of type x2y. Likewise, ρb is
one dimensional, and the induction hypothesis for this section says Ind
GLpW 1q
SppW 1q ρb
is of type x2, . . . , 2y. This yields a type of x2, . . . , 2y for π. This completes the
proof of lemma 5.2.1.
Remark 5.2.5. The proof technique for this section is not really necessary in
the case of induction from On to GLn since this result is already known. By
corollary 5.10 of [13], the spherical variety GLn{On is strongly tempered in the
sense of Sakellaridis and Venkatesh [26]. By theorem 6.2.1 of [26] this implies
L2pGLn{Onq “ Ind
GLn
On
1On is a tempered representaton of GLn. Therefore by
lemma 1 of [27], IndGLnOn ρ is tempered for any unitary representation ρ.
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5.3 Induction from GLn to O2n
In this section, we will prove the following sub-case of proposition 1.3.1.
Lemma 5.3.1. Let σ be an unramified Arthur type representation of GLn, where
GLn is embedded in O2n as a Siegel Levi subgroup. Then
π “ IndO2nGLn σ
weakly contains a representation of type x1, . . . , 1y, except in the case where σ
is one-dimensional, in which case π weakly contains a representation of type
x2, . . . , 2y if n is even or x1, 1, 2 . . . , 2y if n is odd.
There are two reasons we prove the O2n case rather than the Sp2n case here.
The first is that it is already known that inducing from GLn to Sp2n is tempered
(see remark 5.14 of [13] and lemma 1 of [27]). The second is that the orthogonal
case produces an exceptional case for theorem 1.2.1.
There are two ways we could approach the proof of lemma 5.3.1. The
more difficult way is to use the boundary degeneration technique of section
5.1, which we briefly sketch. If te1, . . . , en, f1, . . . fnu is an orthogonal basis
for a 2n-dimensional orthogonal vector space V , then setting v˘i ptq “ ei ˘ tfi
and W˘t “ spantv
˘
1
ptq, . . . , v˘n ptqu, we can realize GLn as the stabilizer of the
isotropic splitting V “W`t ‘W
´
t for each t ­“ 0.
As tÑ 0, this approaches a subgroup of the stabilizer ofW “ spante1, . . . , enu,
which is the Siegel parabolic P . The set of elements of GLpW`t q which already
stabilize W are the stabilizer of a skew-symmetric form on W which is nonde-
generate if dimW “ n is even or has one-dimensional kernel if dimW “ n is
odd as we will see when we prove lemma 5.3.1 below. Using the arguments of
section 5.1, we could eventually obtain the weak containment (5.3.2).
Instead of going through all of that, we will induce through the Siegel parabolic
and perform harmonic analysis on the abelian unipotent radical. Let us begin.
Proof of lemma 5.3.1. Let P be a Siegel parabolic subgroup of G “ O2n with
Levi subgroup M “ GLn. We will induce σ in stages through P . This proof is
essentially the same as the argument for induction from a Levi subgroup in [27]
but with appropriate modification for the split orthogonal case. We have
IndGM σ “ Ind
G
P pσ ¨ 1N q b L
2pP {Mq.
Let us analyze L2pP {Mq, which as a P -representation we may realize on
L2pNq. The group M acts on the abelian group N by conjugation and hence
acts on Nˆ via
pm ¨ χqpnq “ χpm´1nmq
for χ P Nˆ . The Fourier transform is an isometry L2pNq Ñ L2pNˆ q which inter-
twines the action of M on L2pNq with an M -action on L2pNˆq.
After identifying N with the set of skew-symmetric nˆ n matrices over Qp,
we can identify theM orbits on L2pNˆq with the possible dimensions of kernels of
skew-symmetric bilinear forms on an n-dimensional space V . There is one open
orbit; it corresponds to the most non-degenerate skew-symmetric forms on V .
Suppose ζ P Nˆ belongs to the open M -orbit, and let Mζ be its stabilizer. Then
we have
IndMNM 1M – Ind
MN
MζN
1Mζ ¨ ζ.
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If we let ζtpxq “ ζptxq, then as tÑ 0, ζt approaches the trivial character in the
Fell topology on Nˆ . The stabilizer Mζ does not change under this scaling by t.
By continuity of induction with respect to the Fell topology, we have
IndMNM 1M ą Ind
MN
MζN
1MζN “ L
2pGLn{Mζq ¨ 1N .
We therefore have
IndGM σ ą Ind
G
P
´
IndGMζ σ|Mζ
¯
¨ 1N . (5.3.2)
Suppose that n is even. ThenMζ “ Spn, and Ind
M
Mζ
σ|Mζ is of type x1, . . . , 1y
unless σ is one-dimensional, in which case the type is x2, . . . , 2y. Since we have
parabolic induction to G, the type of IndGM σ is therefore x1, . . . , 1y unless σ is
one-dimensional, in which case the type is x2, . . . , 2y in the case when n is even.
On the other hand, suppose n is odd. Then the a skew-symmetric form
p¨, ¨q on the n-dimensional space V which is as non-degenerate as possible has
one-dimensional kernel K. Let P 1 “M 1N 1 be the parabolic subgroup of GLpV q
stabilizing K. For any n ´ 1-dimensional complement V 1 to K, we have a Levi
subgroup M 1 “ GLpKq ˆGLpV 1q of P 1. The form p¨, ¨q is nondegenerate when
restricted to V 1, and so the stabilizer in M 1 of such a form is GLpKq ˆ SppV 1q.
The unipotent radical N 1 acts trivially on K and V {K, and so it will stabilize
p¨, ¨q as well. From this description, we see
Mζ “ pGLpKq ˆ SppV
1qqN 1.
By proposition 2.2.1, σ|P 1 weakly contains a representation of the form σK b
σS ¨ 1N 1 , where σK b σS is an irreducible unramified Arthur type representation
weakly contained in σ|M 1 . Let
π “ Ind
GLpV q
P 1 σK b
´
Ind
GLpV 1q
SppV 1q σS |SppV 1q
¯
¨ 1N 1 .
Then from (5.3.2), by inducing in stages we have
IndGM σ ą Ind
G
P π ¨ 1N .
The type of π is x1, . . . , 1y if σ is not one-dimensional or x1, 2, . . . , 2y if σ is
one-dimensional. Therefore we have shown that the type of IndGM σ is x1, . . . , 1y
unless σ is one-dimensional, in which case it is of type x1, 1, 2, . . . , 2y when n is
odd. This proves lemma 5.3.1.
We have now given a proof for every case of proposition 1.3.1. This therefore
concludes the proofs of proposition 1.3.1 and theorem 1.2.1.
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